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out handcuffs as they entered the
court room.
AND
They were handcuffed when they
left the Jail and during their walK
across the street through the court
ON
house and into the hall of records.
Scores of photographers took sbap
shi ts, but few other persons gathered
to see the men. They were
by Jailer George 'Ja'.'usher
and an assistant and werj foV.wed
STATE
REPRESENTATIVE TER- - THIS HAS BEEN BROUGHT ABOUT REBEL WHEN THEY SEE MEN'S
BROTHERS ACCUSED OF DYNAMIT- by seven deputy sheriffs.
10:15 o'clock,
Court
at
convened
HEADS CHOPPED OFF AT WU
COMMITTEE HE
RILL
THROUGH THE GOOD OFFICES
TELLS
ING THE L08 ANGELES TIMES
having been delayed in opening by
CHANG, CHINA.
THAT
GERMANY
MUCH
OF
WAS OFFERED
BUILDING ENTER COURT..
the arrangement of seats. District
i
Attorney Fredericks and Clarence S.
A REGIMENT OF ATTORNEYS Darrow greeted each other and be MANY OTHER TRANSACTIONS TURKS' GENERAL UNINFORMED THEY JOIN REVOLUTIONARIES
gan allotlng seats for their assistants
at the long tables facing the court
PROSECUTOR "FREDERICKS AMD
Judge Bordwell first received th9 R. P. HOGAN, ANOTHER MEMBER IS PREPARING TO GIVE THE ITA THE CITY IS THEN EASILY OVER
excuses of several of the veniremen
COME AND VICEROY FLEES
DA R ROW,
LIANS ALL POSSIBLE TROUFOR
OF LEGISLATURE,
RECEIVDEFENSE,
whom he had instructed to be presON PRIVATE YACHT.
ED' GOOD OFFER
HAVE ASSISTANTS. .
BLE IN TRIPOLI
ent today. Judge Bordwell's first
action was the denying the motion by
THE YOUNGER MAN IS FIRST counsel for the defense for a change THE HEARING IS INTERESTING EXPECTS REINFORCEMENTS GOVERNMENT APPREHENSIVE
of judge, declaring that he was not
i
'
.
,
prejudiced la the case.
RETIRED TO THE MOUN- - IT IS FEARED THAT THE REBELS
MUCH INFORMATION
IS
J. B. M NAMARA TO BE TRIED
BEING HAS
WHO ARE WELL ORGANIZED
TAINS BUT PLANS TO RETURN
GAINED BY THE TESTISEPARATELY; FIR8T. RULING
CALIFORNIA REALTY MEET.
WILL CUSE TROUBLE.
AIDED BY FRESH TROOPS
AGAINST DEFENDANTS
MONY
San Francisco, Cal., Oct 11. The
largest and most enthusiastic meeti. 3l3:&.
."
Han Kow, China, Oct. 11. The rev
of the California State Realty
Berlin, Oct. 11. It was declared
Log Angeles. Oct. ii. James B. Mc ing
Chicago, Oct. 11. State Represen
olutionaries have won a notable vic
Namara of Cincinnati, was placed Federation ever held opened here to tative Henry Terrlll testified before from an authoritative source today
of the city
on trial for murder here today be day at the Palace Hotel, with more the United States senate committee that an armistice had been virtually tory, gaining possession
Wu Chang after a battle :h ihe
of
than
one
and
vis
thousand
members
on
fore Judge Walter Bordwell of the
former Representative agreed
by Turkey" and Italy but
itors in attendance. The convention, today that
loyal troops that began v ester Juy
that it had not been decided "offi and
superior court Clarence S. Darrow,
a
told
John
Griffin,
him,
democrat,
continued well into last night
will last three
the
its
seventh
of
kind,
of Chicago, chief counsel for the de
that he could get $1,000 for cially."
Terrill,
the foreign residents had not
will
on
cose
and
the
Today
Friday,
day Ten-ill'It was brought about
fendants, announced that he wished days
ohlefly been molested. The
vote for Lorlmer.
Before the grand breaking execrices
revolutionary
to sever the case, and Immediately
through the efforts of Germany, aided committee Issued a proclamation exTerrlll also testified that State
Panama-Pacifiinternational
District Attorney John Fredericks for the
the
other powers. Italy continues
R. P. Hogan of Chicago iby
its followers not to harm the
chose James B. McNamara for trial exposition of 1915 at which ceremony had been offered $1,000 for his, Ho-- to send troops to Tripoli, pending in- - horting
The
citizens of other countries.
officiate.
to
Taft
is
There
President
The prisoner is 29" years old an J
fact 'that the wishes of the committee
of. important subjects gan's, vote for William Lorimer In the gotiations.
was
a
number
unmarried. He is charged with caus
have been respected, thus far, while
to be discussed at the three business Springfield deadlock and that he,
ing the death of 19 of the 21 men who sessions of the
Terrill, had received a similar offer.
these
but
Established
Communication
reassuring to' other nations, is in Itconvention,
were killed in the explosion and Are
11.
will be short so as to give He further testified that the night
sessions
Communication self a sinister sign for the governParis, Oct
which wrecked the Los Angeles
ment at Peking, as It indicates that
an opportunity to avail before Lorimer's election Lorimer sent with Tripoli having been
members
the
Times plant.
themselves of the numerous features for him, and asked him for his vote,
details of the situation there art the rebellious movement Is now mora
Not only did Mr. Fredericks elect of entertainment
which the local saying he had the votes and would be pouring in. From today's advices it thoroughly organized.
to try James, rather than his brother,
men have hospitably provided "put over" the next day.
Earlier outbreaks, have assumed tho
realty
would appear that Munhir Pasha, com
John J., secretary of the International foi- the visitors from other cities. To
of rioting inj which the
character
mander of the Turkish garrison, until
Association of Bridge and Structural morrow there will be auto excursions
were soon out of the control
mobs
$107,793
Stephenson
Spent
moment
the
reinforce
last
expected
iron Workers, but he decided to go and a
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 11. Just
banquet at the St Francis hoof intelligent leadership, thus makln.j
to trial on the indictment charging tel in tire evening and on Friday what was done! with the small sums ments. When compelled to retreat, their
defeat by the better directed
his
force
oi
that
went,
hurriedly
of
,"?,
the prisoner with the death
steamer trips in the bay and around of money paid? out of Senator lsaa
troop
government
cpihparatfvedy
be-i
lef
were
necessity many applies
Charles J. Hagerty, a machinist, the peninsula, with an open air din
'
'
.
.
$107,793 campaign fund hind.
easy.
Stephenson's
whose body was found close to the ner among the redwoods at Venetia. was
officials now h that
the
of
The
fear
sena
into
the
today
inquired
by
now
Munhir
forcea
is
gathering his
spot at which the explosion is altorial committee which is investigat in the Ghurian hills. In this position the disaffection in the troops will
effort
leged to have occurred. .
ing charges of bribery in the senator's are all the available Turkish soldiers spread to this cltj .md every
off
this
to
ward
The site of. the old Times buildin? TRIUMPHAL TOUR OF
made
danger.
is
being
election.
and armed Arabs from the Jebel re
lies almost within the shadow of the
Five gunboats are now n the rivef
S. L. Perrin, an attorney of Supe- gions. He haa at his disposal proin
hall of records in which the trial is
readlnfess to protect Han, Kow
visions for six weeks without includNORTHERN COUNTIES rior, Wis., one of the workers in the
should the necessity arise. The forbeing held, and the whistles of enof
told
of
1908,
primary campaign
"
ing what he expects to obtain by conconsuls have also asked their
gines working on the foundations
spending $5,000. He testified that he fiscating everything that he is able eign
heard
were
new
that warshlpB be sent
Times
of the
building
governments
R.
Shields.
to
Shields,
J.
$250
lafd
to seize on tihe Ghadames caravan to
H. O. BURSUM BEING GIVEN OVA
the
of
scene.
American and Japawindows
the
the
open
through
who also has 'been mentioned in the routes.
TION AT EVERY TOWN AT
cruisers are expected here tonese
court room. '
Loriinvestigation of Senator William
It seems to be the Intention of the
while several gunboats are
WHICH HE STOPS.
Counsel for the defense gathered
mer,, received, In addition, $470 from Turkish commander to resist the Ita- night,
Attor
hither.
headed
by
atout the prisoner,
hastening
Ihe Stephenson fund. Perrin said he lians as long as possible, but if he is
sat
him
with
vessels in the river are
Associated
Merchant
O.
H.
Darrow.
11
To
Oct.
ney
Clayton, N. M.,
was unable to. say what Shields did not reinforced to gradually Retire, folkeeping steam up and women and
Joseph Scott, Le Compte Davis and Bursum, Candidate for governor upon with the money as he gave no accountlowing the Ghurian range, which will children will board them tonight VoJob Harriman, all of Los, Angele3.
v
waa extendi" ing,
ticket,
the
republican
provide him with sufficient water un- lunteers will guard the foreign quarhusband.
Mrs. Darrow sat near her
'
entil he reaches the frontier of Tunis, ter, until the safety of all foreigners
District Attorney John Fredericks an ovation yesterday when he
which his forces will cross rather i3 securted.
led the prosecution, aided by several tered the hall in which the Union
ISOLATED
BUTTE
IS
than fall into the Italians' hands.
The revolutionaries, defeated In
waa
be
assistants.
county republican convention
Chuen province, where they for
Sze
A delay occurred at the opening of
D.
Jose
ing .held. Accompanied by
some
'time besieged the capital,
eonrt. while a procession of venire
BY SEVERE STORM
PORTLAND WELCOMES TAFT
Sena and other prominent i.ij ibli- Tu, transformed their chief ac
men explained to Judge Bordwell why
Cheng
Portland, Ore., Oct. 11. With a lib tivities to Hu Peh province intending
serve cans, Mr. Bursum reached here While
to
asked
not
bo
should
they
eral display of flags and bunting, Port to make it the base for renewed operThis was the end of a preliminary the convention was in progress. Ke NO COMMUNICATION FROM MONland is in readiness to extend a suit ations in Sze Chuen.
rapidly
the
lie
which
Judge
was escorted to the stage whera
hearing in
SINCE LAST NIGHT.
TANA
CITY
welcome to President Taft, who
able
According to officials, an uprising
weeded out over half the first venire made an address. His escort ton
and
DEEP.
here
thia
FEET
TWO
SNOW
arrives
evening
early
trial
in
Wu Chang was plannee. for Jou-da- y
formally
the
before
of 125 men
sisted of a band and a large wuu
will remain until after midnight, when
night The plot was discovered
opened.
lo
citizens.
The
south.
for
of
the
will
he
Desirber
11.
Southcheering
depart
323 arrests were made.
Into
Oct.
were
and
Idaho,
brought
Pocatello,
The McNamaras
Mr. Bursum's remarks were re- western Montana is in the grip of a cal program hag for its chief features
to terrorize the revolutionaries,
nd remained until
court together
ing
enthusiasm. He chal- terrific snowstorm that has cut off an automobile parade through the four of the prisoners were beheaded
James B. McNamara was selected for ceived with
the Butte from communication with the business section of the city, an Infor in the street before the viceroy's
a
to substantiate
trial, when) John J., was returned to lenged anyone
been outside world today.
which
have
the1
commer
Portland
charges
at
dinner
telemal
cowardly
Every
yesterday.
ids cell In the county jail.
him by disgruntled poli- graph and telephone wire into Butte cial club, and a public address at the
Immediately, a portion of the gov
fw minutes' parley, At trade against
Aor
de- ticians. 'Mr. Bursum explained the 'has been
ernment artillery forces within the
leveled, communication armory. .
torney Lecompte Davis, for the
issues of the campaign and urged all ceasing at Helena nd Deer Lodge
mutinied and the uprising was
veniremen
the
faced
city
.waiting
fense,
to unite in the upbuilding of on the north and Dillon ou the south.
citizens
i
prfclpitated. The disaffection spread
and said:
He advo
New Mexico.
to other forces and the revolution
Before the Oregon Short line wires DAVIS EGG TESTER
"The court suggests that I inform a greater
with
schools
industrial
state
cated
was
box
the
it
aries started fires throughout the
ceased operation
Jury
reported that
you that when, you enter
the result that there will be more me over two feet of snow had fallen, all
locked
or
be
up
there
remain
will
city and attacked troops that refused
you
CO. INCORPORATED to Join them. The latter were overand artisans in the new street car service was suspended and
until the end of the trial. If you chanics
to tne lawyers
'
come.
want to see your wives or attend to state in proportion
many power circuits had been put
men. ' Many out of commission. All the trains
other
and
professional
so
do
The Taotai appealed to the foreign
your business, you had better
democrats ipfleSent annotated that sooth of, Butte are running on de- - THE HOME OFFICE IS LAS VEGAS consuls to instruct their warships to
before this afternoon."
would support the candidacy Of
WITH ROBERT L. M., ROSS
they
gard the harbor limits and head off
.iRecesB was taken at 11:30 o'clock Mr.x Bursum in the interest of busi-- laved schedules.
IN CHARGE
rebel reinforcements from the river.
until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
ness prosperity throughout New Mex-The viceroy sent a message to PeJames B. McNamara, the younger ico.
attended the
were filed king urgently requesting the ImmeMany women
of
Articles
incorporation
brother of John J. McNamara, secre- meeting and showed keen interest in NO INTEREST IN
yesterday in the office of Secretary diate despatch of warships from Tien
Robert P. JSrvein
tary of the International Association- the iproceedings.
of
the Territory Nathan 'Jaffa for the Tsin. He then found refuge on a
of Bridge and Structural Iron Work- of this county, candidate for .election
CLUB
a company for the manufacture of the private yacht His headquarters and
COMMERCIAL
' ers will be tried first for,the murder
to the position of state commissioner
1
egg testing device invented by Ike those of the provincial treasurer
of. 19 men in the explosion that of public 'lands, made
short but
Davis,
proprietor of "the Store That's were burned. The military commandTimes
wrecked the Lob Angeles
pointed address, as did several other OFFICERS WERE TO HAVE BEEN Always Busy." The petition was filed er was assassinated. building a year, ago
prominent republicans.
ELECTED BUT MEMBERS
through the agent of the company in
The county convention completed
This announcement was made be'
Foreigners Remain Neutral
the name of the concern, the Davis
FAIL TO ATTEND.
fore the opening of court today by its labors last night Tne party in
The
The foreign consul at a,conference
Beit Tester company.
Ranld
District Attorney John D. Fredericks, this county is working in perfect harnot to comply
is incorporated at $40,000 today decided
Owing to- - the fact that a quorum rompany
who declared that should the defense mony and will unite for the support
that
office.
Chinese
request
home
the.
with
as
the
Las
with
Vegas
exercise its privilege of .trying the of the state ticket November 7. The was not present last night 'at the
to
la
$10 they
gunboats
shares
of
foreign
the
employ
value
The
par
elected
deof
Com
the members of the
meeting
brothers separately, he had
convention, In ita resolutions,
Da-v- l
from
revolutionaries
Ike
are
Drevent
the
stockholders
The
to begin by placing James B. Mc- clared against the adoption of the mercial club, no business was trans each.2 BOO shares: W. E. Gortner, 25
crossing the river to Hankow.
amendment to the constitution of the acted and the election of officers and
Namara in the prisoner's bar.
25
The revolutionaries sent a clrculat
shares;
been indefinitely post- shares; William Springer,
At U o'clock both James J. Mc- state making that document easier to directors has
25 shares; and note to the consuls asking that for
P.
Southard,
William
;
poned. With politics ijnd fair asso
.
Namara and his brother, James B. amend.
L. M. Ross 25 sbares.j A slm eigners remain neutral and assuring
Monday Mr. Bursum and party ciations tne Dusmess men have had Robert
McNamara, entered the court room
would be unharmed.
chief were given an enthusiastic welcome their hands full, and in all probab ilar company has been incorporated them that they
witji Clarence Darrow, their
York
New
state,
of
laws
under
the
not
election
ilities
be
tour
will
he'd
the
Their
and
Moines.
in Raton and Des
counsel. Moth men were smiling
office in New
Loyal Troops Flee
of northern New Mexico has been until the "Tuesday following the state ana has ooened an
shook hands with many! attorney
the
"
Loyal troops fled across
Today
York
November
on
7.
City.
withelection,
one of triumph.
at the bar. The prisoners were
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the river followed by the bullets of
A fugitive colonel of
the Chinese army informed the correspondent of the Associated Press at
Hankow that the entire DrovlaionAi
army of Hupeh with the exception of
two or three thousand men, mutinied.
The proclamation of the revolutionary
committtee threatened with decapita
tion anyone who assaulted a foreign
er. The movement alma at tin wr.
throw of the Manchus, the relgnlne CALIFORNIA TURNS DOWN THE
'
dynasty, ' , ;
AMENDMENT ALLOWING FE-

the Insurgents.

SUFFRAGE FOR

WIM EH

IS

DENIED

,

MALES TO VOTE

BUILDING LEAGUE MEETS.
Milwaukee, tyls.. Oct 11. Officers
and directors of the 65 loan and ADOPTS
building associations of the! fetate.

'

POPULAR

MEASURES

'
wlich forni'' the Wisconsin Bulldlna
AND
and Loan association, are In attend- INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM
ance at the fourteenth annual conRECALL AND KINDRED RE.
vention Of that Organization, which
FORMS ACCEPTED .
opened here today for a session ot
two days. Many Important matters
in regard to building association CORPORATION E3ARD
BETTER
methods and proposed changes to the
building association laws of the state
IS GIVEN GREATER POWER OVER
are to be considered.
RAILROADS OF THE ENTIRE
l HE'D BETTER QUIT
COMMONWEALTH
Bloomlngton, Ind., Oct 11. Though
he had not recovered from a recent
San Francisco, Oct 11. Woman's
drop to earth at St. Louis, In which
has been defeated in Califorsuffrage
both his legs were broken, Horace
nia.
The
majority in San Francisco,
of
an
aviator
that city, at
Kearney,
tempted an exhibition flight here to- against the proposition is 13,705, while
in the state at large the majority In
day and fell again and was seriously
favor of granting suffrage to women
walked-'
with
a
The
crutch
Injured.
when he came on the Indiana Univer will not exceed 8,000. The San Francisco vote, complete, was: for, 21 ,307;
sity campus to start his biplane.
against 35,612.
Returns this morning indicate that
WON'T TAKE EXPRESS BUSINESS
all of the other amendpractically
11.
Oct.
After
pro
Washington
j
longed discussion of the question, as ments voted upon yesterday have carto whether the railway companies ried, this Including the reca'l. the ir.i
should take over the 'express com- tiative and referendum, and : he pro
panies' business, the National Asso position to make the" state railrord;
ciation of Railway Commissioners to- commission an appointive board and
day referred the question back to empowering the legislature greatly to
the committee on express service and increase its powers.
express rates . for further investiga
To Try Again
tion.
Los Angeles, Oct 11. Dr. John II.
Haines stated today that steps wot:'.l
oe i&Keu 10 circulate
pp.iuGiia
SOLDIERS
throughout the state for the purpose
of placing women's suffrage on the
IN FIERCE RIOT ballot at the next state election, a
year from next November.

IX '

I

Returns Lower Majority.
FROM i FT. D. A. RUSSELL
Returns from 1,599 precincts,
CHEY-ENNIN
GET INTO FIGHT
cluding San Francisco and Los
MANY INJURED.
geles, complete, give:

MEN

inAn-

For woman suffrage,
73,383;
against, 82,296.
Majority against 9,913.
The figures represent a little more
than one-hathe precincts of the
state. Figures at hand, however, include most of the more thickly populated- districts.

Cheyenne, Wyo.," Oct. 11. A riot
between the Fourth field artillery and
the Ninth cavalry soldiers from Fort
D. A. Russell, in which a number
were seriously hurt, occurred in the
"red light" district here last nigjht
The police force called for help from
the post to quell the disturbance, in
which two hundred men were en
gaged with clubs, stones and guns.
Post authorities refuse to give out
the actual casualties, but those who
were on the spot say at least a dozen
soldiers are badly wounded.

lf

SOLDIERS KILLED.
State of Chiapas,
Mexico, Oct 11. 'Eduardo Pas, with,
federal troops, arrived hera today to
assist the volunteer guards In restoring order. Reports received here Bay,
the capture of Copalnala by volunWHITNEY'S HORSE WON.
teers on Monday was accomplished
New Marker, England, Oct. 11.
The race for a
plate of only after three hours' fighting, tn
100 soreveigns, distance five furlongs, which many were killed and wound'
was won today by P. P. Whitney's ed.
'Sandrian." The Caesarewitch stake,
Chlapllla was retaken by the vola handicap of 25 sovereigns each unteers, who met with little resists
ance. Following the occupation cf
with 500 sovereigns added for
distance the ChimOmusele by the rebels old woand
up,
Caesarewitch course, 2
miles, was men and wounded soldiers are said
to have been killed.
won by Willonyx..
WOUNDED

Tuxtla-Ouiterre-

two-year-o-

three-year-old-

4

,

OPTIC TO RECEIVE RETURNS
PROM WORLD'S SERIES GAMES

-

1
1

.

.

By special arrangement The Optic haa made it possible for the
fans of Las Vegas to keep posted upon what la' going on during the
world's championship baseball series. Full reports, fresh from the
press boxes at the big league parks where the games will be played,'
will toe received so that every local fan, when he sits down to supper,
can read an excellent account of the game of the day. If the fans do
not care to wait and digest their baselball with their evening meal
they can gather in front of the office and read tne bulletins. Fol- lowing is a table showing the results of former world's series games:
Year Winner
League,
League Loser
A. A.
National Metropolitans
,1884 Providence
A. A.
1885 Chicago
National St Louis
National
1886 St, Louis
A. A.
Chicago '
A. A.
.
1887 Detroit ,
National St Louis
A. A.
1888 New York
National St Louis
A. A.
1889 New York
National . Brooklyn
A. A.
1890 Brooklyn
National Louisville
"'
National
American. Pittsburg
1903 Boston
American
1903 New York
National Philadelphia
National
American Chicago
1906 Chicago ,
American
National Detroit
1907 Chicago
American
National Detroit
1908 Chicago
American
National Detroit
1909 Pittsburgh
National
American Chicago
1910 Philadelphia
,

.
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MODERN ARMY IS EXPECT A LARGE

100

BIG TOR

STRE

ill

RO

GERMAN MILITARY EXPERTS ARE
STUDYING SIZE OF FUTURE
BATTUE FIELDS

Berlin, Or. 11. The probable size
of a modern battlefield has been the
subject of discussion recently among
German military experts, who have
been stimulated thereto by a book by
General Falkenhausen,
one of the
most eminent authorities on land war
The conclusions at which
strategy.
the participants In this interesting
debate arrive reveal to the unltiated
the amazing dimensions which a bat
ueneia in a twentieth century war
would assume.
General Falkenhausen discusses the
theoretical case of an army of 1,380,uuo men engaged in battle with a
rival force of aproxlmately the same
number, and, he says that the opera
tions would extend over an area fully
200 miles from side to Bide, and not
leas than 150 miles deep that is,
from the rear of one army to the rear
of the enemy. But an army of one
million and a quarter soldiers would
be a comparatively small one In up
to date warfare, for forces of this
numerical strength took the field so
camlong ago as' tne Franco-Germapaign in 1870, since when marvelous
developments In military matters have
ensued.
..
Three Million In Army
In a' struggle between two great European military .powers, it la quite possible, and, Indeed, probable,- that each
of the opposing forces would number
something like 3,000,000 troops, for
Germany, France, Russia and Austria- Hungary are all capable of sending
such armies to the front without
touching their respective last lines of
reserves. If two such mighty armies
were engaged In battle the field of
their operations would probably extend quite 500 miles from aide to side,
while the distance from the rear of
the one force to the rear of the other
hardly be less than 300 .miles. Thus
the battlefield would have an area of
150,000 square miles.
When' Frederick the Great fought
his battles In the eighteenth century
the field of operations never extended
more than four miles from side to
e
side, and in the:
war,
when, owinar to the great distance
from the resrectlve bases, there were
never more than three or four hundred thousand troops simultaneously
In action, the battlefields
remained
limited in extent.
Generals Equal to Task?
Will the generals of the future be
equal to the almost superhuman task
of directing operations extending over
such immense areas? Every army
must have a commander-in-chief- ,
and
that generalissimo must control the
movements of all the' troops united
under Ms orders. He will have all
the latest technical devices at his
disposal. Hundreds of miles of tele
phone wires will be rapidly laid in or
der that he may exchange orders and
communications with his auxiliary

WATERWAYS CONGRESS

OPENS

IN CHICAGO TOMORROW

FOR

INTERESTING SESSION

,

RHEUMATISM
we suffer

with

end desire to get rid

MEET

11, 1911.

TO GET RID OF

If

AT

YD

OCTOBER

Madam, We Are Ready, For You with A Host Complete Exposition O- f-

Rheumatism
of it we mast

make up our minds to subject our
systems to the proper course of
The only
treatment for a while.
way to cure oneself of Rheumatism
is to remove the cause expel the

irritating uric acid from the blood;
every other method of treatment has
S.S.S. cures
proved a failure.
Rheumatism because it is the great'
This
est of all blood purifiers.
medicine goes down into the circulation, and expels every particle of
the sour, inflammatory uric acid
which is the one great cause of the
disease. The cure can be greatly
hastened with a little care and self
denial by the patient. In the first
place do not let anything interfere
to prevent your taking S. S. S. regularly and according to directions;
be guarded in your eating, because
an attack of indigestion will always
aggravate the symptoms of Rheumatism. Do not expose yourself to
damp and' inclement weather any
more than is necessary. When S.S.S.
has had time to rid the blood of
the uric acid; then these little restrictions may be left off. This simple
course has cured many thousands of
cases of Rheumatism.
Book on
Rheumatism and any medical advice
free. S. S. S. is sold at drug stores.

NEWEST AND MOST AUTHENTIC FALL AND WINTER
MODELS IN OUTERGARMENTS AND MILLINERY
Jaunty Autumn Coats, Smart Suits, Winsome Waists,
Dainty Dresses, and Charming Hats at Exceedingly

Prepared to re
new its fight for a stupendous inland
waterway system from- Lake Michigan
through the Mississippi river to the
Gulf of Mexico, the
v
Deep Waterway association will begin
its Bixth annual congress in Chicago
tomorrow with what promises to be
Here is Las Vegas" most extensive and authoritative assembly of correct feminine apparel for' Fall and
a record breaking attendance. Secre"
.
Winter,
tary Thomas H. Lovelace of the as
All of the beautiful new models, patterns and colors are here In readiness to greet the new season all
sociation is in receipt of advices Indirefreshingly new, all delightfully distinctive and yet thoroughly practical.
cating that nearly 10,000 delegates and
Evvisitors will attend the gathering.
This showing Is of great value and interest to every woman, tor It brings
fashion information
'
ery state in the Mississippi valley and
for the satisfactory selection of correct Fall and Winter apparel,' either now or later on.
that
is
indispensable
most of the middle western states, it
Is announced, will be represented by
There Is, furthermore, a great deal of satisfaction In choosing at the very beginning of the season
large delegations, including governors
while assortments are absolutely new. fresh and unbroken and when prices are as 'low as ours.
and other state officials and committees representing the legislatures
Permit us to introduce you to these new arrivals
aside from the representatives of numerous commercial and industrial or
'
nowwhile they are at their best.
ganizations which are committed in
of
favor
the great waterway project.
Western and northwestern
states
touching navigable tributaries of the
Mississippi also will be well representTHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta, Co.
ed. The gulf states and the southEvery one knows the exclusive
One-piec- e
This season we have secured the well known and
west, including Texas and Oklahoma,
Style of Gage hats. This season wo
hare an excellent variety of the
have shown a marked Increase of In- coted for the Mississippi river and its
popular "Wooltex" garments, adding them to the
lines we have always carried.
latest models In this oppular line
terest in the project. Among the gov- tributaries with an Indorsed desire
The new models in one piece
These garments, with our previous lines, gives U3
of millinery.
ernors who have promised to attend for a final depth; of 24 feet The asdresses
are especially desirable.
cento
furnish
sociation
the
wishes,'
an unusually large variety of the newest and best
the congress are John Burke of North
Most
models have a slightly
a
the
with
States
tral
United
of
part
In
Women's
Suits.
Prices range from
Dakota, Charles S. Osborne of Mich
raised waist line, many have the
which will enable the moveigan, Chester H. Aldrich of Nebraska, waterway
new Nippon sleeve and all of
and
.
ment
of
to
pasthe
$13.50
$45.00
freight
largest
Joseph H. Carey of Wyoming, E. F.
'them
have skirts designed along"
Noel of Mississippi, Augustus E. Will-so- senger vessels to serve the expanse
the newest lines.
Al-l- r
to
Mountains
the
from
the
Rocky
of Kentucky, C. L. Blease of South
K good tailored Suit of all
These come in both wool, and silk
ghenies, 2,765,000 square miles. The
Carolina, ,B. F. Carroll of Iowa, Emwool fancy
with
and are neatly and tastefully
suiting,
most
productive
met O'Neal of Alabama, J. Y. Sanders region is among the
Inner linings and newest
best
linings,
guaranteed
trimmed. Prices from
transof Louisiana, Herbert S. Hadley of in the world, and, with water
lines
style
$13.50
will
to compete with rail, it
Missouri, and Charles S. Deneen of portation
$7.50 to $65.00
facilIllinois. A special invitation has been have the advantage of unequaled
rivextended to Canada to participate in ities. The Illinois and Mississippi
the congress and it Is expected that ers will be the main arteries of the
several public officials of the domin- proposed system, with the tributaries
We have just received a largo vaion and some of the commercial or- as laterals. In general, the plans proriety of the latest novelties in
of
a
for
vide
waterways
great system
ganizations will be well represented.
waists. When you visit us don't
fail to see them.
At the initial session to be held In
tomorrow
auditorium
the
the opening
ESTABUSHED 7362
$3.00 to $10.00
address, will be delivered by W. K.
Kavanaugh of St. Louis, the president
'(
of the congress.
Among other notaid Diseases of ike
able speakers to be heard during the
Stomach and Intestmes
three days' sessions are Secretary of
rhoea, nausea, flatulenceTgripingi or
may be speedily relieved and in
the Interior W. L. Fisher, former Govto connect all interior states, with other
short time entirely removea ny a
inconvenience.' Rexall Orderlies
ernor David P. Francis of Missouri,
Rnfeund absolutely harmless remecJ
outlets on the great lakes and the are
for children,
good
particularly
medical
the
recommended
pro
by
Governor Judson Harmon of Ohio.
gulf of Mexico.
used and delicate persons.
fession of Europe.
Underwood
of Alabama,
Congressman
We urge you to try Rexall Orderlies
former Governor Joseph W. Folk of
YOU RISK NO MONEY
at our risk. Three sizes, 10c, 25c and
CanG.
Missouri, .Congressman Joseph
50c. Remember, you can get Rexall
non 'of Illinois, and 0. P. Austin, chief
A E kU
LI ft.
'J
Our Reputation and Money are Back Remedies in this
community only at
of the bureau of statistics of the deof This Offer
our store The Rexall Store. E. G.
commerce
and
labor.
of
partment
We pay for all the medicine use-- l Murphey.
ha this remedy 18 mimed, is introduced to
The most important work of the
the American public as I lie i:'t mm si:(m
the trial, if our remedy fails to
dining
treatment in nil enscs ot weak. sliurish
meeting will hinge on resolutions and
completely relieve you of constipation.
and Impaired digestion, indicated In i.ic
rollowiiiK symptoms: Canted trmsrnc. lack
committee appointments, and it Is
We take all the risk. You are not
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR OF OHIO.
of appetite, vomiting. Jaundice, bun-.uan
to
executive,
proposed
organize
to us in any way whatever,
pains la stomach, headache, acidity,
obligated
colic, geneiul
constipation,
dizziness,
Dayton, O., Oct. 11. Knights
Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
committee which cannot fail to com
to certuin ftxicls,
if you accept our .offer. Could anydepression, aversion flHtulence.stomach
from all parts of the state
dyspepsia, diarrhoea.
Templar
mand the
attention of congress
thing be more fair for you? Is there
ache, etc.
Stomalix is prepared by Sail de Carlos,
in the matter of deep waterways. The
any reason why you should hesitate are in possession of the city and the
a physician, sunreon and pharmaceutist
of hiirhest standing In Kurope.
to put our claims to a practical test? business section Is gayly decorated
project is the largest
Iff Important. Stomalix is not a mere
and most important scheme for an inwith flags and Masonic emblems. Ihe
A most scientific, common-sensstimulant, uiuking the patient the victim
of a medicine Intuit, hut restores the diland waterway that has ever been
sir knights are here for the anuual
treatment
is
Rexall
which
with
to
health,
robust
functions
Orderlies,
gestive
the capacity to do their work with ,ut
conclave of the grand commandery
proposed in this country and would;
are
eaten
are
like
very
They
candy.
ou
utile
oy
further aid. tor
New Mexico's
benefit directly more than
officers.
pronounced, gentle and pleasant in of Ohio, which began today and will
& CC
FOUGERA
E.
continue over tomorrow. A big paunion.
of
Initial
states
of
An
the
the
In
and
York.
Now
action,
V.
particularly
agreeable
motor
will
S.
There
..Wonts.
cars and flying I
be
minimum of 14 feet depth Is advo- - bV
of
every way. They do not cause diar rade was one of the chief' features
machines, steer able balloons and
'
the opening day.
Everyone recognizes
Superiority of
spherical balloons and apparatus for
brands Even our Competitors
wireless telegraphy and telephony,
besides other mechanical contrivances
for signaling. Will these suffice to
surmount the' purely technical diffi
culties involved in establishing effec
tive communication over such an area
especially as they will have to be
Installed and equipped for service in
a very short space of time?
And if they furnish a perfect com- municating machine, will there be
any human brain capable of mentally
digesting the information
supplied
him with, bewildering speed from. so
many different souroes, and of working out in his mind the profoundly
complex problems connected with the
movements of such legions of human
engines of war?
Would Moltke, the greatest stratet-gis- t
Some habits one should want to break
and
of modern times, if he were alive,
all bad habits are bad to
keep. ,
be able to handle modern armies of
1
The Want Ad. Habit is the best
millions with the ease and celerity
1
all round,
;y "iwi'iir,im
necessary to success? Are the great
good habit anyone can have.
armies created by the leading countries of Europe really efficient instruAnyone who will read each day The
Optic
ments of war, or would the complicat
Want Ad. page with a
the-Hes-t
to
purpose
select
ed machinery break down under the
opportunity that he may find and then,
stress of actual hostilities?
follows up the "lead." will
surely get quick
All these questions are occupying
II11IW1LUS
t 1
success.
the minds of German experts, but only
The Waat Ad Habit is the
a war can supply a conclusive reply
hab.t that
to them. There is, howeVer, a strong
wil help people to
what
get
they
want
when
inclination among many competent
they want it.
to
Judges
regard the countless legions
I
1
I
ORDER THROUGH
,"J'"" """ """"J I
I
.
of the great powers as inefficient be
Telephone your Want Ads. to The
Opt ic.
cause it is thought that they are too
big and unwieldy to be handled with '
A
'
,
facility, and because no human brain I
I
, .
I
...
A T TTT-kTfr.
. a r II
can surmount the difficulties of direct
I
116.118 W.SlLVtMAVl!.,
1 D 1 ItCI fl tt Sf 1 f f
1; U JUU U
JII.JIIIIIIM.lL.WIilBli-lWflip
I
ing their movements with precision.
l.Jimii:il 4Jii'IJ!M1"XJ'
Chicago,

Oct.
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The Lady and the Car
"

ox:tc'3er n,

PRIZE VINNESAT

"l

AGRICULTURAL

FOR

HER

A

nrtu t

"Its
inilOBt-in a mahogany Citse.
extreme' portability is all In Its favtr,-h- e
added. At once one saw the advantage gjalned over aerials. Tbe box
is about a foot long, rather more than
o foot high and only nine inches

mm

TALKING

BY WATER

CANADIAN SALVATION

HEALTH
COMMITTEE ANNOUNCES LIST OF
PERSONS WHO WERE AWARDED PREMIUMS.

The following is the list of pre
at the Las Vegas Agricultural fair, which closed Saturday
evening after a successful ssalou e!
three days:
; Bread, made from Boss Patont
flour, first, Mrs. A. H. Whitmore, $5;
second, Mrs. O. E. Birch, $2.0; best
Mrs. Newlee, r lb.
wheat bread
sack of Empress flour; best Bait rising bread, Mrs. Jester, 50 lb. sack
of Empress flour; best made from
Empress flour, Mrs. Skinner, watch.
Cakes, made from Boss patent
flour First, Mrs. I. K. Lewis, $5.00;
second, Mrs. Jester, $2.50. Special
prize, Mrs. Roy Parker, $1.00; best
ginger cake, Srs. Hehley, 50 lb.
sack of Boss Patent flour.
Mrs
Candy, home made First,
secdozen
Tooker;
by
Nims,
photos
ond, Miss J. Rlchley, ribbon.
Cottage cheese First, Mrs. Roy
Parker,, filigree brooch by S. Lujan.
Pickles First, Mrs. F. C. Seltzer,
from Graaf &
$1.50 merchandise
Hayward.
Butter Best three pounds, Mrs.
Roy Parker, lady's hat, Strass.
Angora cats A. Fugate, special, $1.
Fancy Work: Eyelet work First,
$1.50 merchandise, Graaf Dry Goods
Co.; second, ribbon.
Quilts, crazy First, Mrs. S. E.
York. Annel Brothers; second, Ms.
Bromingen, ribbon; patch wor- kFirst, Mrs. Bromingen, leather table
mat. Charles Rosenthal; second, Mrs.
W. B. Coulson, ribbon; embroidered,
special, Mrs. J. V. Baca.
Crochet and Knitting Miss Hilda
Ve-gLewis, crochet, $2.50 picture, Las
Co.
Knotting
Undertaking
First, Mrs. R. R. Rogers, $1.50 in
merchandise from Graaf Merchandise
rib-- .
Co.; second, Mrs. J. B. Watrous,
mlums awarded

much experimenting on
many
AFTER on ofthemilliners,of and
devotees
part
of the automobile, the problem
of the hat for driving appears to have
solved Itself In a compromise between hat and bonnet shapes. The
veil, which Js as essential as the hat,
is usually not fastened to it, but removable.
There are, however, numbers of auto hats shown. In which the
veil forms a part of the trimming.
They are designed for long runs and
tours, not for short excursions. By
far the better plan for those who buy
hut one hat of this kind Is "that of
wearing a removable veil. Such hats
are suited to other wear and, therefore, more practical tnan those in
which the veil is part of the trimming.

,

Speaking of veils, it is too bad that
anything so beautiful and beautifying should be worn in an unbecoming,
not to say disfiguring, manner. Women whose instincts should teach them
better tie them tightly about the
head, dispensing with hat or bonnet,
and betakes themselves to ride when
the wind bloweth whither it listeth
(as usual). And they appear to gather more than the usual amount of
dust on their unprotected faces. With
an unconsciousness only blissful to
themselves, they Join the throngs of
carefully groomed and beautifully
dressed diners in the fashionable
cafes and summer gardens, and are
biota upon the assembly, for a frowsy
Appearance has no attractions, and
there Is n6 gainsaying that , women
NEW MODEL HAT.

must manage to look neat always or
lose out when comparisons are made.
Little auto bonnets are most becom
lng and fetching, most simple and
not expensive.. The illustrations giv
en here show how veil the small hats
and bonnets protect the head and
face.
Why (In the name of good
Judgment) should women go hatless
to ride, when they are much prettier
with their millinery than' without it?
Three types of bats are shown here,
suited to the car. The smoothly-coered bonnet-lik- e
shape of velvet and
silk, with a velvet rosette, is to be
worn with a veil pinned on for mo
toring. It is comfortable and becoming, an altogether practical affair.
The bonnet of silk braid with
puffed crown df velvet is trimmed
with narrow bands of marabout outlining the veil, which is draped about
it. This is a beautiful model in 'moleskin velvet with natural marabout
and Persian braid. The veil matches
the velvet In color, and is long, so
that It may cover the face and be
wound about the throat, where required. It Is distinctively an auto
bonnet, but an exquisite piece of millinery as well, always an adornment
The small, rounu, soft turba-- i
shown is of velvet with two soft and
flexible quills and a bead buckle. It
does not suggest the auto at all, but,
with the addition of a veil, prettily
adjusted, is as complete as the hats,
which are designed solely for motor
ing. This hat is Just the thing for
those who ride only occasionally.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY,
v

NEW RIBBONS FOR MILLINERY
They Are Very Wide and Soft,
signed for the Making of Hat
Bows.

,

De- -,

as

bon.

To Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound

Mich." I want to tell

good LydiaE.Pinkham's
you ...how much
....
, .i
i Vegetable Com
pound and Sanative
Wash have done me.
I live on a farm and
have worked very
hard. I am forty-fiv- e
years old, and
am the mother of
thirteen children.
Many people think
it strange that I am
not broken down
with hard work aDd
the care of mv fam.
ily, but I tell them of my good fnend,
your Vegetable Compound, and that
there will be no backache and bearing
down pains for them if they will take
it as I have, i am scarcely ever wun-ou-t
it in the house.
will say also that I think there is
"I
no better medicine to be found for
young girls to build them up and make
them strong and well. My eldest
Lydia E. Pink,
daughter has taken
ham's Vegetable ComDound for Data- ful periods and irregularity, and it has
always helped her.
"I am always ready and willing to
speak a good word for the Lydia E.
Pinkhanrs Remedies. I tell every one
I meet that I owe my health and happiness to these wonderful medicines."
Mrs. J. G. JOHNSON.Scottville,Mlch.,
E.F.D. 8.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- made from native roots and
Sound, contains no narcotics or harm-fu- l
holds the record
drugs, and y
for the largest number of actual cures
of female diseases.
to-da-

Houten.
Mountain, First, Harry
Mosiman; second, S. L. Barker. Dry
farming, first, Antony Suhr; second,
H. L. Nims.
Best dozen turnips, mountain
First, S. L. Barker; second, Harry
Mosiman.
Dry farm, H. R. Parker.
Best dozen parsnips, irrigated J.
Thornhill; second, R. L. Houghton.
Mountain, first, S. L. Barker; second,
H. Mosiman.
Dry Farm, H. L. Nims.

Collection of fancy wortoFlrst,
Oyster plants, Irrigation First J.
Mrs. Nims, silver hem gauge, Robert
second, R. L. Houghten.
Thornhill;
J. Taupert; second, Mrs. Bromingen, Dry farm, W. L. Calhoun.
rib, bon.
Irrigated First,
Perry
Celery,
Embroidery First, , iars. K. a.
second, J. Thornhill.
Thompson, four pieces of Indian pot- Onion;
M.
Cauliflower, Irrigated First F. Pep-tery, L. Stern second, Mrs. O.
perd; second, R. L. Houghton.
Ward, ribbon.
Cucumbers irrigated First, R. L.
Collection of pillows First, Mrs.
S. Treague, 5 lb. box of candy.
Houghten; second, A.. Faunce; Dry
Battenberg Special, Miss Hilda farming, A. Suhr.".
Lewis, $1.
Burnt Wood Mrs. Elwood, leather
table mat, Charles Rosenthal.
Hand Painting, water color First,
e
Miss E. Kahle, 14 years, $1 merchan-dlschina
at Graaf Dry Goods store;
Graaf
painting, Mrs. BremaV
;
& Hayward.
Rlchley, picture,
Oil Palntlngr-M- rs.
Las Vegas Undertaking company.
Taxidermy Mrs. Shearer,
merchandise, Graaf & Hayward.
; Grain. .
Best exhibit, oats in sheaf, dry
farm First B. S. Crooks; second, N.
S. Belden. Irrigated, first, H. Mos'
,'
iman.
Best wheat in sheaf First, H.-Nims; second, E. S. Crooks.
Best pack of wheat, dry farm-Fi- rst,
E. H. Turner; second, N. ,'S.
Belden. Irrigated First, Jose Baca.
Best peck ot oats, dry farm First
A. J. Gerard; second, N. S. Belden.
Irrigated First Jose Baca; second,
S L. Barker.
Best peck hulless barley First, B.
L. Barker; second, B. H. Turner.
Best 12 ears corn, any variety A.
M. Abercomble.
Best bale alfalfa T. H. Moen.
Best Timothy hay E. L. Barker.
Best sheaf Siberian millet Charles

Watermelons,

A:t

v Mrt.Ja nft .V
Mil, kdllor of
lli4 Boston Cooking School Magazine
Some folks think that only "colored
mammies" can
chicken, but atrial
of this famous chicken pot pie disproves
tliat assertion. Every memlr of the
family will thoroughly enjoy it.

ak

deep.

FAIR

dry farming

First,

NEW SYSTEM OF WIRELESS TELEPHONY AT SEA PERFECTED;

.WORKS FAULTLESSLY.

le

Pot
Chicken
Favorite
The Chef

J

ARMY.

Toronto, Ont., Oct. 11. The 29th
annual congress of the Salvation
army in Canada opened here today
with a rousing welcome meeting in
honor of Mrs. Bramwell Booth,
of the-- general, who
daughter-in-lai
at the head of the social depart
ments of the army's work and who
will preside through the entire six
K C Chlckea Tot Pie. Baked Dumplings
days gathering, assisted by Col. MilOneowl cut in
cup flour,
dred Duff. On Sunday afternoon Mrs. H tcasfioon ful salt:joints;
black pettcr 2cuts
Booth will give a special social ad- flour; 3 level teaspoonfuls K C Baking
cup
teaspoonful salt;
dress in Massey Hall and Lieutenant Powder;
tho shortening; milk or cream.
Governor Gibson will occupy
Cover the fowl with boiling water and
chair on that occasion.
let simmer until tender, then remove to a
baking dish. Mix the cup flour, salt
and black pepper with cold water to a
18
REPllBLICArrCMIP
smooth paste and nse tothicken the
broth. Remove the fat from tne top of
the broth if necessary before adding the
A BUSYJPLACE NOW thickening. Pour this gravy over the
fowl,, until it is nearly covered, and reserve the rest to serve apart. Silt to
petlier the flour, baking powder and salt,
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AT three times; into this work the shortenWORK
AT
SANTA FE IS HARD
ing and use cream or milk to make a
dough, less stiff than for biscuits. Put
DIRECTING CAMPAGN.
this by spoonfuls over the fowl in the
dish, which it should rest upon and
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 11. The
completely cover. Let bake about 35
are working hard at their minutes.
Wlwn yountr, tender chickens are cnrce, thin
"camp" and one has but to peep in
present a most aatiafactory way of serving- old
Veiil or lamb prepared in this manner is
any office to see there is no lethargy fowls.
more appetizing thnn when served as a stew.
about the work, either. Colonel
this
and the 89 other delicious recipes In
Try
K C Cook's Book, a copy of which may be
tfaramillo, the chairman jof the
secured free by sending the colored certificate
con of K C Baking Powthe republican central committee, packed In the
and Herbert W. Clark, secretary, der to the Jauues Mko. Co., Chicago.
were kept busy all day answering cor
respondence, sending telegrams, and
s
LAST WILL AND TE8TAMENT
keeping In touch with the compalgn-erwho are now discussing the isof George Daum, Deceased.
sues of the campaign. .
Territory of New Mexico,
Captain "Bill" Brogan, chief of the
County of San Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk County
press bureau was seen preparing
some projectiles to be hurled Into the of San Miguel, N. M.
enemy's camp. Mr. Brogan seemed To All Whom It May Concern, Greet
pleased with the way affairs are iuu
ing:
In the other ofittces assistant
nlng).
You are hereby notified that the
secretaries and stenographers kept sixth day of December, A D. 1911, has
up a din with typewriting machines been fixed by the Honorable Probate
reminding one of a metropolitan Court, la and for the County and Termorning newspaper office at about ritory aforesaid, as the day to prove
midnight Messenger boys kept run- the last will and testament of said
ning in and out bringing or taking
George Daum, deceased.
away telegrams.
In
Whereof, I have hereIt was stated at headquarters that unto Testimony
and affixed the
hand
set
my
Molm O. Bursuin and Octavlano A.
Court this 3rd
Probate
of
the
seal
Larrazolo will speak at Santa Rosa
A. D. 1911.
of
October,
day
tonight. Colonel Jose D. Sena will
LORENZO DELGADO,
be with them and will probably In (Seal)
of the Probate Court
Clerk
terpret This is a strong trio and an
'
foris
looked
enthusiastic meeting
ward, to.

Ramsgate, Eng., Oct. 10. The
wonderful advances made in the new
science of telephony at sea were described and illustrated vat' IPegwell
bay, near Ramsgate, where experiments are being conducted by A. W.
Sharman, the Inventor of a new system. It is claimed that the system Is
now really no longer In its experimental stage, and that the test
made have proved conclusively the
absolute practicability of wlrele
telephony at sea.
Already messages have been sent
from the land to a vessel over ha'.f
a mile out. The Importance of this
Is better appreciated when it 1b observed that when it is perfected it
will oust aerial wireless on warships,
for with marine wireless there Is
nothing for an enemy to shoot at, no
targets such as the masts and wires
of the system with which the world
has become fairly ramlllar.
Metal rods as a matter of fact dis
used stair rods were placed 100 feot
apart in the sand of the bay. Th'i
Mr. Webb, who is also working here
with Mr. Sherman, went out in a motor launch with his apparatus on
board. The apparatus is small and
easily portable. From the boat similar pieces of metal were dropped over
the side, and a steady conversation
was maintained for some time. All
could be heard quite distinctly.
Mr. Sherman, who Is assisted ny
Mr. T. Thorne Baker, is naturally observing the necessary secrecy with
regard to bis invention, but he states
that the main secret is an "Impulse
coil" which possesses the power to
current
magnify , ordinary wlrele
into powerful "shoots" which ral ae
in every direction, finding a response
in the distant receiving apparatus
Mr. Webb states that the experiments were very successful. The apparatus can. be used with equal facility for both telegraph trad
A" Morse "tapper" forms part
of the contrivance.
"It is a safe figure to say that cam
Instrument will cost about $50," Mi .
Sherman stated. For $100, therDfore,
Whining children and women are
a cpmplete apparatus can be purbad
enough, but deliver us from whin
was
earninc
chased. Mr. Sherman
one of the instruments In his ian..l. ing men.
Ven-oeala- o

tele-phon- e.

;

The guide who is shot in mistake
for a deer at any rate Bhould die
game.

T. G. Calhoun; second, N. S. Belden.

Fruits.
Apples First, A. C. de Baca; sec
ond, B. Faunce.
Pears First, Father Gotlngnols.
Live 8tock.
Dairy Bull First, T. A. Akers; sec
ond,' A. W. Patterson.
Dairy cows First, A. W. Patterson; second, Vernon Schlort.
Beef .bull Jose Baca,
Westerman.
Driving horse-r-FreDriving team H. P. Parker.
Draft stallion W. F. Calhoun.
Driving stallion J. D. Hand.
Draft team First, H. P. Parker;
'
;
second, E. H. Turner.
A.
Gerard.
colt
J.
Draft
Draft colt, under one year A. J.
Gerard.
Driving mare, colt by side Fred
Westerman.
V
Team of mules First A. J. Ge
rard; second, Charles Mumby.
Mule cole C. J. Boyd.
Draft colt, two years or under
Fred Westerman.
Best sheep, .r bucks J. P. Van
Houten.
t
Best sheep, ewe J. P. Van Houten.
Best exhibit sheep J. P. Vau
Houten.
Mumley..
Poultry.
Best class poultry First, J, W.
Best sheaf hog millet W. F. Calhoun.
Montague; second, Ed Lewis.
Best sugar cane H. L. Nims.
Largest poultry entry First. J. W.
Vegetables.
Montague; second, H. L. Nims.
Best lot turkeys J. Thornhill.
Best display, 150 pounds assorted-Irriga- ted;
Best lot geese J. Thornhill.
First, J. Thornhill; second,
Best lot ducks J. Thornhill.
R. L. Houghton. Mountain, first, S.
L. Barker; second, Harry Mosiman.
Dogs.
Collies, open First, Harry Kelly
Dry farming, first, W. F. Calhoun;
and Mat, Arnot; second, Charles
second, N. S. Belden.
Best dozen sugar beets, ground Trumbull.
F.
W.
Charles
Collies,
without irrigation First,
puppies First,
Trumbull; second, E. McWenle; third
Calhoun;' second, N. S. Belden.
Best six cabbages, Irrigated First Marion Stewart.
Bull dogs First, R. W. Smith.
J Thornhill second, R. L. Houghton.
French bulls Mrs. H. E. Barnes.
Mountain, first, Harry Mosiman; secBull
terriers First, E R. Russen;
ond, S. L. Barker.
- second, Marshall Johnson.
McRev.
Best sauaSlt irrigated
Pomerans Pharma Coulton.
Reynolds. Dry farming, W. F. Cal
Setters Mrs. Bertha Chambers.
V.
houn. :
;
Spaniels Max Ufeld.
Best peck pinto beans First H. R.
Pointer Dan Burke.
Parker; second, A. W. Patterson.
Bull dogs, aay breed or sex R.
Best six pumpkins, irrigated First W. Smith.
S Moore; second, R. L. Houghton.
Special for best dog in show It.
Dry farm W. F. Calhoun.
W. Smith.
Best dozen onions, irrigated First,
P. Van Houten; second, J. S.
After exposure, and when you feel
Moore.
Mountain, Harry Mosiman. cold coming on, take" Foley's Honey
It checks and
Dry farming, FlrsC D. H. Newcomer; and Tar Compound.
The
relieves. Use no substitute.
second, Anthony Suhr.
in
a
package
always.
genuine
yellow
Best dozen table beets, irrigated
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
First, Perry Onion; second, R. L. Van Co.
.
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EXCELLENT ATTRACTION IS
BOOKED FOR DUNCAN

,

d

'Don't Lie to Your Wife," Clever Comedy
,

From Broadway, Here October 18; One ol the
Best Shows of the Entire Season

'

.'

,

' The new millinery ribbons are enor
mously wide and soft, for bows made
of taffeta are really smarter than rib
bon, and the ribbon makers have had
to get out special widths to ' please
the women who prefer to make big hat
bows of conveniently finished ribbon
rather than hem and. wire silk bows.
The graceful bows are arranged at
front, back or side of the bat, according to the requirement of its shape
or its wearer's fancy. ; The big bow
across the back is undeniably youth
ful and girlish in suggestion, though
the bow in front Is more becoming to
certain types of face. Trimming at
the side should only be worn by wom
en who can stand dashing and Jaunty
effects.
Taffeta is the millinery silk par excellence Just now, and the new colors
are delectable soft gray reds called
raspberry and cyclamen, rich olive
and bronze greens; a sumptuous
American beauty rose and several
shades of ,the vivid geranium red
called "coronation." There are two
tone silks with jacquard weaves
Turned up at the back to show a which make stunning bows, the velvet
cluster of curls.
brim facing of velvet matching one of
the shades; but perhaps the most
Vlue of Cleanliness.
beautiful of all the new millinery silks
Teeth kept clean mean small den- is the beau d'or or gold skin, which is
tist's bills, and little time wasted in a glace silk woven of yellow threads
toothache. Hair kept clean means which have a high gloss and glisten
that no time be. wasted tor the pre- like gold. A cross weave of colored
vention of baldness .later on. Skin threads produce? a most beautiful
of time In
kept clean means
changeable effect, most often in stripes
Illness. In fact, it is hard to say in or vague "East .Indian patterns.
what department of' life cleanliness
does not save time.
The New Revers.
Quite new are the flat revers of
Princess Slips.
Irish, Duchesse or odd linen lace, with
There has been an unusually large a frill of Valenciennes about twf
distribution of princess slips during inches wide around the edge. On a
the spring and summer, owing to the sheer embroidered batiste with a hint
general use of sheer materials for ot palest pink in the flowers was a
summer dresses, says the Dry Goods side frill of the same material as the
The highest grade num- waist, reaching fell below the bast
Economist.'
and The frill was edged with fine
bers ,are made of marquisette
point de
mercerized batiste.
They are elab- Paris ' lace in a wide round scallop
lace and showing a quaint design that might
orated with
ribbons, and 'make effective linings have been taken from some long
dresses.
for the new-styl- e
treasure chest.
N
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.

'
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How amny husbands la this city- - lie
to their wives, and then in order
"to square themselves,', get caught
in funny situations? Good many, you
say? You bet there are! If these
same husbands want to eee themselves are they really are, during such
complications, Campbell ' B. Casad's
song farce entitled "Don't Lie to
Your Wife," , will furnish the opportunity.
This play, under the management of Rowland and ; Clifford
with Dave Lewie, the widely known
comedian, starred, will be seen at the
Duncan opera house on October 18.
Dave Lewis will be seen as Amos
'

:

-

a New Yorker who is- 'un- the tables on-- ' the i women, and the
der the domination of a "wife who has curtain goes down on a happy and reDouMeday,

-

-

suffragette tendencies. She goes to
Atlantic City, and While she is away
the husband goes out for a night of it
with close companions. They meet
three ' chorus girls, are arrested for
speeding, and are finally landed at
their flat, after many exciting expert-onceLater, the wife and her friends
appear most unexpectedly while a
gay party Is in progress with the
chorus girls acting as the predominating factors. This cene supplies many
complications, but the men prove
equal to the scenes, and finally turn
a

united little family.., Mr. Lewis is supported by a large company of expert
artitsts, some of whom include Miriam Shelby, Edna Roland, Gladys
Wilcox, Lillian Stanley, Virginia Stew-ar- t,
Estelle Vernon, Lenora Prey, William CV Hodges, Hoi worth Stark, Benton Garvin, Mart 'Franklin- and Edward Spencer. I Rowland and Clifford
have attended to the state mounting
in brilliant manner, and the produc- -'
tlon will have all the brilliancy that
was attached to It during the long;
run at the Whitney opera house in
-

Chicago.
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On

and conflicts of
Disorganization
authority which resulted in change
after change of chief engineers an.l
others, uutil finally President Rooao- velt yielded to the demands of the
country and gave the work into the
charge of the war department
under Mr. Taft From, that time the
work has progressed
a
wlt'iout
scandal or a hitch.
Mr. Roevwlt
may have "started the canal, jt he
did rot get far with it For It wa
only after Le had. turned it over to
the engineers of the war department
that there was an end to the bliVf;.--ing- s,
the jealousies, the incompetency and the particular scandal
which resulted in, Roosevelt' j suit
against the New. York World anl Hs
to prosecute.
failure
Still, he
doubtless did his best, and he should
have credit accordingly. A start i
a very important part of anv en

11, 1911.

Mr. Bryan is again assailing the in

tegrity of the 'United States supreme
court, and through the columns' of
the Commoner send
'lIj'hallenge
to President Taft.
"Mr. Bryan challenges Wm-- to make
public the written and" verbal recom
mendations
appointed
Justice White to the position of Chief
Justice over JuBtlce Harlan, and the
recommendations, written and verbal,
on which he appointed the Justices
whom he has placed on the supreme
bench. Did he know how they stood
on the trust question, or was It purely
accidental that alltQf hisappintees
took the trust sldVof t&eqiiestioa?"
A clear Implication of Improper motives in the eleratioiil of Justice
White and the appointment of Justices Lurton, Hughes, Lamar and Van
Davanter. They mu&C&ve-- been
sounded on the trust question. How
otherwise did It"
they
all "took the trust sfdes of the ques'
"""""- tion!"
No wonder President Taft is moved
to indignation,
t
not only on his own motives in judicial appointments but 'upon , those of
the court interpreting'' the' law an
"for mere political purposes,"" as he
t
said recently.
This cool Bryan' assumption of
what was to be proved, willf not escape notice. Did these, judges take
the trust side? Was it taking that
side to join in a decree dissolving the
two most notorious and, .offensive
trusts in the country?; Was it taking that side to unite lnan opinion
which makes the statute apply to
every effective or unreasonable restraint of trade?
Here is Sir Frederick" Pollock, one
of England's first lawyers? expressing
ne,."' should
amazement that any
charge (he court fwt clanging the
law in putting a reasonable-constructio- n
on it He is clearly not accustomed to demogague politicians of
the Bryan type.
,
upon-wnicbH-

hantSaP

REPUBLICAN 8TATE TICKET
For Governor
HOLM O. BURSUM.

.For Lieutenant Governor
MALAQUIAS

4

:

;

MARTINEZ.

For Secretary of State
-SECUNDINO ROMERO.
For State Auditor
W. Or. SARGENT.
State Treasurer
, For
SILVESTRE MIRABAL.
For Attorney General
FRANK W. CLANCY.
For Superintendent of Public Instruction
ANDREW B. STROTJP.
For Commissioner of Public Lands
ROBERT P, ERVTEN,
For Supreme Court Judges
FRANK W. PARKER,
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
EDWARD R. WRIGHT.
Commissioners
For Corporation
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
Hi 8. GROVES. " ':"',
For' Representatives In Congress

'

AMERICAN MANNERS

r

J

GEORGB

'

O

CURRY.

ELFBOO BACA.

Professor GiddtKgs of Columbia University notes a .."profound deteriora
tion" in American manner
d morals. However it may be wlfth' morals,
further proof i neeaeTJhat "manners
have declined. The teaUmey-of- - many
foreign observers is that they have
improved in the half century.
rresent-aa- y
America ijnaaner may
have less of a courteous flourish to
tbem than genUemen X)f itaejpld school
might desire. They aire simpler and
perhaps have a smack of business-lik- e
lost
directness.
In formality they have gained in uni
formity. They tU not tita ttMsession
of one social
can manners have undergone a democratization which'
their
elim
general
inate the kind ut" "Amwjeanlsm"
which Dickens and Mrs. Trollope sat
:

THE
JtOOSEVELT AND
'
CANAL

,'The , pnjyi thing that makes Jtt
worth while holding a big office is
the taking advantage of the opportunlties to do some Wg thing that
ought to be done."
This sentiment expressed) by Theo
dore Roosevelt Is well worth thinkinb about. As a rule every really
great man has to his credit at least
irized.
one important accomplishment
connected with his name
manners; to faeinorals.in
through all history. Colonel Roose age which has put weCpM of public
velt has chosen the Panama canal disapproval on prizeighjh.lgambUng
as his administrative monument,, and and drunkenness,, wJt;hbfia; Enforced
in a recent article be has claimed laws against poliUcaT'ciirruption and
practically all the credit for Its ac- discovered forms' of dishonesty and
complishment Just why he comes immorality to agitate against which
to the front at this time with such a raised no scruples among, our ances
vigorous defense of his action in tors, cannot be hastily Indicted for
acquiring the canal site is not plain, deterioration from earlier standards
unless he is afraid that In the of conduct. It is not by the mob at
splendor of its completion he may a lynching .but , byjthe-- axlded force
wot be awarded the laurels due him. of the moral sentiment which repro
Roosevelt did have bates the barbarity that the measure
That Preside
very much to do with securing the of American progress in, manners is
property of the old French company to be taken.
oand in acquiring for the enterprise
the land that was required probably
WAR AND PEACE
The former
no one will question.
president said on ne occasion: "I
Just what the particular functions
am interested In the Panama canal
of
the Interparllamoniary Amion are
because I started It." To a large
extent this Is true. But If Mr. We really forget, Therel arei coming
ofRoosevelt is to claim chief credit to be so many of these societies,
'
;'
ficial or otherwise.
';'
cannot
chief
canal
he
the
escape
for
But unquestionably its duties lie in
responsibility for the blunders; of its
the
direction of the promotion of good
record
of
matter
a
is
It
early stages.
that for several years the work of nature among nations and internationfor purposes of com
building the canal was in the hand3 al
' f
U
The country has mon Interest
of incompetents.
An
Incident
of
the
Com
of
the
activities
not forgotten
meHtirig of the
missioner Bishop. And the country council of the union at Pari3 the oth- the dlaorder, ler day afforded evidence-o- f the wla-"lias not forgotten
-

qnaUtypd.
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dom

of representatives
of nations
which happen to be at war with each
other absenting themselves from such
functions while a state of war continues.
Some members of the council were
plainly doing politics at the meeting,
for they put up the Turkish representative to telegraph the sultan to
offer to arbitrate with Italy, in the
expectation that Italy would refuse.
Obviously it is grossly improper for
an organization created to promote
peace to combine to produce a situation ostensibly in the interests
of
peace, but which all know In advance,
or at least have reason to expect, will
only add to international
enmity.
Whatever
the Interparliamentary
union is for, It certainly is not organized to butt into such a situation as
that now existing between Turkey and
Italy.
i ne Italian representatives were
doubtless mad, but vented their wrath
over another act of the council, which
referred to an "epidemic" of cholera
In Italy, to which, if it exists, there
was no reason to explicitly refer, and
the whole meeting came near break
ing up in a rumpus.
There is no apparent reason why
the dispute between Italy and Tur
key should not have been referred to
The Hague court, except that apparlaw the
ently under international
court could not have given Italy
what she wants, which is the occu
pation and control of Tripoli.
And yet it is precisely suoh questions that International tribunals must
pass on if we are; to have universal
peace.
From the standpoint of Italy, at any
rate, there was no question of "national honor" involved. Italy wants
business proTripoli as a
position. She desires to sell goods to
the Trlpolitans and to gradually occupy and develop the country with
Italians, so that more goods can be
cold-blood-

sold.

BEPUOLiCANS

OF

,
BASEBALL

NOTES

f

OTERO CHOOSE

Since

f

1S99

the Rochester team hai

won five pennants in the Ea3iem
'
league.
Bob Unglaub made good as man-

TICKET
THERE IS EVERY INDICATION OF
'
VICTORY FOR THE G. O. P.
IN THAT COUNTY.

f

Alamogordo, ,N. M, Oct 11. The
republicans of Otero county have
nominated the following ticket for
the consideration of the voters on
the 7th of next November:
Representative Charles P. Downs.
Sheriff W. D. .Tipton.
Treasurer James A. Balrd.
Clerk Chas. A. Thomas.
Assessor Frank Maxwell.
Superintendent of Schools J. H.
Murray.
Surveyor L. N. Jones.
Commissioners 1. M. Sutherland,
Juan Baldanado, J. E Gregg.
The convention was in every sense
of the .word a harmonious one and
the business before it was dispatched
in a quick, snappy and business-likmanner. A feeling, of victory on the
day of election' pervaded the atmosphere; everyone was enthusiastic,
.everyone hopeful. The temporary or
ganizatlon had H. H. M. Kellogg fot
its chairman and A. F. Menger for Its
secretary. Mr. Kellogg addressed the
convention with a ringing republican
speech, and sensible, practical, republican remarks were made by
Curry, Edward L. Medler,
candidate for district judge, and H.
B. Hamilton, candidate
tor district
attorney.
The permanent organization was
completed with Charles P. Downs as
chairman, and H. H. Kellogg as secretary.
The republicans have arranged an
aggressive campaign and will return
a very' respectable majority for the
entire republican ticket in Otero
county.
e

ager of the Lincoln Western league
team the past season.
The Wilmington
loattua
team lost 48 games by one ruu during the season' just closed.
Nationa1
The Philadelphia
wjtf
make a tour of Cuba this fall under
the management of Frank Bancroft.
Pitcher Bender, of the At.hlatlcj,
has recovered from his recent Illness
and is in shape to perform in tna
world's Berles.
Boscher, of the Cincinnati Reds, Is
the best base stealer, and Sheckard,
of the Cubs, is the champion ran getter in the National league.
Two years ago not a ma lor league
manager would have given tw chewa
d
of "Old Hickory" for Merkle and
of the Giants, but the two boys
made good and are stars tody.
Big leaguers who will Join the matrimony league this fall include: Bill
of the Rustlers;
Duffy
Sweeney,
Lewis, of the Red Sox; Walter Johnson, of the Nationals, and Nap Ruck-e-r
of the Superbas.
"Chesty" Cox, of the Moose Jaw
team in the Western Canada league,
holds the unique record of playing
with eight championship ball teams.
Cox was a member of the Duluth
the Calumet team
team of 1904-0of 1906, Winnipeg and Des Moines,
Edmonton
1907, Minneapolis, 1908,
1910 and Moose Jaw 1911.
Tri-Stat- e

POLICE CHIEFS TALK.
Waterloo, la., OcL 11. The chiefs
of police of nearly every city in this
state are gathered here today to at
tend the annual convention of v.lm
Police Chiefs of Iowa, which opened
today for a session of two days.
Many matters of professional interest
to the heads of municipal police de
partments are to be discussed dur
ing the meetings and the rest of the
time will be devoted to social pleas
ures provided by the ' citizens of
Waterloo.
A
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ANNUAL MISSIONARY REPORT
Milwaukee, Oct. 11. "The annual
survey of the missions" was presented
at today's session of the American
board of commissioners for foreign
missions, which is holding its annual
meeting here, by Reverend James B.
Barton, D. D. of Boston, the foreign
secretary of the board. Mr. Barton
reported much advancement in the

,D.(

No Dirt, No Smoke

No Trouble
Let us show you our complete
line
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every Baking Problem.
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It's Fi ier,-Whi- ter
arvd More Uniform.
Made by LARABEE'S

Famous GERMAN PROCESS.!
ROGERS SILVERWARE'
COUPON IN EVERY SACK
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11. A general inquiry lino tho contrc": by railway comwliarfaee and
panies of the
on the
pier facilities at various
Gulf of Mexico, Mississippi end Atlantic coast, Inrlvidin? Galveston, New'
Orlean, Mrb!lP, Memphis and Phi!f-de'i'nher trcn 'a:. Minted by the in-v i vvriro commission. It
r r rf v'tal Importance
invc; ; hi"-:
t.-to r::J'.

dole's Hot Blast
Heating St oves

High-o-me-

THE NEAL TREATMENT

Waj!.;r.,ttn, Ot.

Eve:;--

orbi-tratlo- n

...

ROAD CONTROL

INVT7T1GATE

fat purse is a good thing to leaa Moner cr
that

Mar-quar-

From time immemorial that has
been regarded as sufficient reason for
a nation to make war on a weaker
course of missions during the past
one, but it does not square with mod
ern notions of. right and wrong.
year.
RATES ON EXPLOSIVES.
Alt wars have their origin in comWashington, Oct. 11. The investi
mercialism in one form or another,
and there is no such thing as "nation- gation into the reasonableness of the
rules and regulations of express com
al honor" in the sense in which
exDISFIGURED WITH
treatry makers have used it. panies for the transportation of danplosives, inflammable, and other
gerous articles, which was ordered by
WAR DECLARED.
the interstate commerce commission SCALES AND CRUSTS
about two months ago was begun
Catarrh Germs Must Be Conquered or here
Complaint aas been
today.
Health Will Be Destroyed.
made to the commission that the Eczema from Top of Head to Waist.
If you have catarrh you must vanregulations are unreasonable arid unSuffered Untold Agony and Pain.
quish an army of persistent, destruct- duly burdensome upon shippers. The
'
Doctors Said It Could Not Be Cured.
ive microbes before you can get rid
railway regulations were prescribed
Set of Cuticura Remedies Successof it
by the commission Itself, but it is
You might aa well choose your
'
When All Else Had Failed.
ful
alleged that they not only work a
weapons, declare war and annihilate hardship upon shippers, but that In
this iarmy of catarrh ifrms right certain instances, the are practic"Some time ago I was taken with eczema
from the top of my bead to my waist. It
now.
The
of
shipments.
ally prohibitive
began with scales on my body. I suffered
Stomach dosing won't kill them;
Itching and burning, and could not
hearing opened today will include an untold
Bleep. I was greatly disfigured with scales
neither will sprays or douches.
railof
inquiry into the regulations
and crusts. My ears looked as if they had
HYOMEI, a pleasant,
antiseptic, way lines in handling similar combeen most cut off with a razor, and my neck
was perfectly raw. I suffered untold agony
germ destroying air breathed oer modities. '
and pain. I tried two doctors who said I
the entire membrane will put cahad eczema in its fullest stage, and that It
could not be cured. I then tried other remtarrh germs out of business in short
INDIANS KILL ENGINEER
edies to no avail. At last, I tried a set of
order.
11. Mrs. Rena tke genuine Cuticura Remedies, which cured
Oct.
Ind.,
Wabash,
)
HYOMEI (pronounce it
me. Cuticura Remedies cured me of eczema
received word today from when all else had failed, therefore I cannot
is guaranteed by E. G. Murphy to end Ridgeway
engineers in Arizona that praise them too highly.
catarrh, asthma, bronchitis, coughs, government
suffered with eczema about ten months,
a gov but"I am
now entirely cured, and I believa
colds and croup, or money back.. If her husband, Oliver Ridgeway,
r liaA- - been massaCuticura Remedies are the best skin euro
ernment
engineer,
you own a, little HYOMEI hard rubto." (Signed) Miss Mattie J. Shaffer.
a sparsely there
ber inhaler you can get a separate cred by Yaqul' Indians in
B, F.D. 1, Box 8. Dancy, Hiss., Oct. 27, 1810.
Beside
Of
the
Arizona.
settled
part
"I had suffered from eczema about four
bottle of HYOMEI tor only 50 cents.
when boDs began to break out on
If you haven't an Inhaler buy a com- body of Ridgeway were found three years
different parts of my body. It started with
In
and
Mexican
miners
eight
a fine red rash. My back was affected first,
plete outfit that only costs $1.00. - dead
when it also spread over my face. The Itching
s
dians.
was almost unbearable at times. I tried
different soaps and salves, but nothing seemed
If you can't have your own way' you
help me until 1 began to use the Cuticura
can .at least keep out of other peoSome people are too good to be in- to
Soap and Ointment. One box of them cured
"
me
I recommended them to my
entirely.
teresting.
ple's way. .

cU,butiJj&meri

-

Euo

r

sister for her baby who was troubled with
tooth eczema, and they completely cured
her baby." (Signed) Mrs. F. L. Marberger,
Drehersvllle, Pa., Sept. 6, 1910.
Although Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
Ointment are sold by druggists and dealers
everywhere, a liberal sample of each, with
booklet on the skin and balr, will
on application to Potter
be sent, post-fre- e,
Drug A Chem. Corp, Depk 4B, Boston.

Gross,
Kelly
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ALCOHOLISM
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HAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER THE"
WORLD AS

!

j
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PREPAREflFOR WINTER'S COLD BLASTS

The,OnlyCure

,

That will entirely neutralize and remove from the" system all
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely free
from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverages of any

We Are Shotying Ihe.Best to Be Had

It is administered

kind whatsoever.

HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS
Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and financially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more healthy
condition. The man's health is decidedly improved.
The Neal Treatment has been officially adopted by the
government of Australia and other state governments and
Institutes are now in operation or opening in the
Sixty-On- e
United States and foreign countries.
Literature and lull information will be
furnished upon application

,'f

WITHOUT

The Original Neal

'

Call or Write

NEAL INSTITUTE
Phone 321

512 North Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE,

BLANKETS

SUITS

UNDERWEAR

COMFORTS

COATS

SHOES

For the Whole Family
'

Cure

Three-Da- y

In

."1

THE

at
STORE

515-51- 7

OF QUALITY"

Railroad

ZZ Avenue

at

E.LASVECAS,

mf

uuici

N. M.

"...

-

J--

T
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LAS VEGAS DAluV OPTIC, WEDNESDDAY,

PERSONALS

The Pfescriplifliiist

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving oar
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may;
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill our
prescription.

.

WINTERS DHUG CO.
Pbone Main 3

"Holeproof"
Women's Stockings
get the famous and
original "Holeproof" Hose for
You can

women and children

Holeproof

Stockings- -

6

pairs, $2.00. Medium
weight. Black, tan and
black with white feet.
Sizes 8 to 11.

Holeproof

Lustre-Stockin-

gs

6 pairs $3.00. Finished like silk. Extra light
weight. Tan and black.
Sizes, 8 to 11.
And this guarantee goes with
each box of six pairs:
"If any or all of these
stockings come to holes or
need darning within six
months from the1 day you
buy them, we will replace
them free."

Hoffman &
Graubarlh
Las Vegas, N. M.
Phone Main 104

MEXICAN

CABINET

18 SELECTED
PRESIDENT MADERO GIVES DE LA
BARRA PLACE OF HONOR A8
WELL AS SUAREZ
Mexico City, Oot. 11. It was unof
ficially stated today that President'
elect Madera had planned his cabinet
as follows: ...
Foreign relations President De La
Barra, or Ignacio Fernandez Oalderon;
Interior Jose Pino Suarez; Finance
Ernesto Madero; Communications,
.Manuel Bonilla; War, General Gonzales Salas; Fomento, Rafael 'Hernan
dez; Justice, Francisco Diaz Lonxbar- dO.

'

":

v;

'

'

Salas is acting minister of war with
The de
the title or
partments of finance, communications
and fomento are how headed by the
nominees above. It is probable that
Hernandez will decline to enter the
cabinet and De La Barra is reluctant
to accept a post CaJderon was the
candidate of the liberals in the prog
ressive convention for the nomination
for the vice presidency against Pino
Suarez.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

The demand
New York, Oct
for stocks today waa confined, almost
operators,
entirely to professional
the
who did not wish so increase
commitments in view of the holiday
tomorrow. Prices soon shaded otf,
and the list became lifeless.
Speculation was steadier for a time
in the second hour, but the general
recovery was hindered by persistent
selling of Reading, which went down
to 1354- the .market
Pressure against
ceased after midday and there was a
sharp fractional rally in the railroad
list. Union Pacific rose to a fraction above yesterday's close and
Reading also made up a good portion
'
of its losses.
' Whenever
and the
ceased
selling
market made some progress upward,
"a fresh attack on Reading sent it
down to a lower level than before
and the whole list reacted In sympathy, Reading yielded to 135
the lowest of the week and only 1
above the low level of the year. The
close was steady.
11.

DEAD

Juan Cuardos of Mora came in last
night from his home on a business PRESIDENT SPEAKS TO A LARGE
IN
OF PEOPLE
trip.
NUMBER
B. W. Kelly returned from Albu- OLYMPIA, WASH.
Hjuerque last night where he has been
on business.
.
Olympia, Wash., Oct. 11. The Taft
W. E. Johnson arrived last night special reached the capital of Washfrom his home in El Paso and was ington on time. The president was
in Las Vegas today on business.
driven with Governor. Hay immediateGilbert McWhirter of Harvey's ly to the capltol.
ranch has gone to MInto, N. D., for a
Before making his principal address
three weeks' visit with relatives.
to several thousand persons, Mr. Taft
J. C. Snowden, a special officer of stopped to exchange courtesies with
the Santa. Fe railrcd, came in from several hundred school children. He
Raton this afternoon on business.
put several questions to the children,
Miss Louise Cunningham left this but there was only one, apparently,
afternoon for Kansas City where' she that they could not answer.
will spend a month visiting a school
"Who is this with me?" inquired
,
friend.
the president, turning to Governor
Mrs. Ike Davis and baby left this Hay.
afternoon for the Pacific coast They
"We don't know, sir," answered a
will spend the winter in Los Ange- score of voices, and the crowd laugh
les. ;
, ......
y""' ed.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stevenson
"Well, he's your Governor
Hay,"
took the train this afternoon for continued Mr. Taft with a laugh.
Albuquerque where they will attend
"Yes, sir," dutifully echoed the chilthe fair celebration.
dren.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mennet arrived
The president spoke from the capi
yesterday afternoon from their home tol steps. He chose the tariff vetoes
in Old Mexico and will make a short
for his subjects, and, explaining how
visit with A. Mennet
the bills came before him,' declared
Dr. J. P. Raster, head physician on
that reciprocity "is a dead issue, at
the SJanta Fe, who has been in Las any rate a dead issue at present.".
Vegas on a trip of inspection, left this
"It's pretty, hard nowadays to tell
afternoon for Albuquerque.
who is a republican and who is a dem
Miss May Ross, Instructor of eloccrat," said the president in begin
cution at the New Mexico Normal
nlng.
TJrpversity, let this afternoon' for
After the speech, the president was
a trip to Albuquerque'' to attend the
driven to the executive mansion,
big state fair.
where he received the state officials
Attorney Louis Ilfeld, accompanied He was the guest at luncheon of Gov
by his mother, Mrs. Charles Ilfeld,
ernor Hay.
will go to Albuquerque on the flyer
in the morning to attend the New
'
Mexico5 state fair.
O. G. Schaefer and C. M. Bernhardt HELPLESS NEGROES
who have been In Albuquerque attempting the meeting of the grand
LYNCHED BY A MOB
lodge of the Knights of Pythias, re
turned last night.
Ray Lines, a first class telegraph
operator, arrived yesterday afternoon MISSOURIANS ENTER JAIL AND
from his home in Salida, Colo., and
TAKE BLACK MAN FROM
will- - be employed
at the Western
HANDS OF OFFICERS.
Union .Telegraph office.
W. F.' Burch, who is district passenCaruthersvllle, Mo., Oct 11j Two
ger agent on the Chicago and Great
Western railroad, with headquarters negroes, A. B. Richardson and Ben
in Denver, came in this afternoon and Woods, taken from the city jail here
last night by a mob, which battered
will be in Las Vegas several days on
down the doors, were lynched. The
business.
of Richardson, riddled with bulJ. M. Thomas, one of the board of body
was found at noon today floating
lets,
directors of the hospitals of the
in the Mississippi river. That Woods
Santa Fe system, arrived this after- met a lik fate, is the accepted belief.
Tonoon from his headquarters in
Richardson, regarded as a desper
sevIn
Las
and
be
will
Vegas
peka,
ate man, .was locked up recently
eral days on business... ....
while the police ' were investigating
Mrs. R. B. Wingo,rvof St7 Louis,
several robberies. . Woods was armother of Harry Wlngo of this city,
rested last night for an attack upon
H.
.W.
accompanied by, her fathers
two young white women.
Humphreys, of Fulton, f Mo., arrived
t
the,-easand
'
yesterday afternoon from
RODGERS IN MISSOURI.
will spend the winter in Las Vegas.
Kansas
Oct.
11.
C.
P.
Mo.,
City,
I
Forest Planting Assistant Swenson, Rodgers, sea to sea aviator, landed
having completed setting out forty here at 11:34 o'clock this morning,
acres of transplants on. the flopes ot after
flying 84 miles from Marshall,
Willow Creek, will leaVe .within the Mo., today. Reaching here, ho had
next few days for Nebraska, Univer- covered 1,483 miles since leaving
sity, where he will take' up - a post New York, and was within a few
4
graduate course.
hours' flight from the half-wa- y
point
Damacio Montano one of the - em in his
journey.
ployes of the Gehring Hardware store! He left Marshall at 8:25 and toad
who baa been In Albuquerque this ied at Blue Springs, Mo., at 9:50, a
week visiting the big state faijy re spark plug blowing out After an
turned last night from the puke-- tttjr.j hour's tinkering, he sailed away from
. r n 1
V.
a
Blue Springs, reaching Jwjro in
?
Tarkington arrived Jast night
speedy flight Rodgers will leave tof , f f morrow, going by way of San . AnSanta Fe on business, jj, ;
Mr. and Mrd. J. B.1 Sedlck aid fam- tonio, Texas, and taking the .southern
ily are in Las Vegas frDmrJBher home route into Los Angeles.
in Mooresville, InA., andJ'hV takeA
the house belonging to "Fletcher En- 'County Treasurer and Mrs. C U.
gland. They will spend ,the winter in Strong of Mora arrived yesterday afLaa Vegas. If the sunny climate ol ternoon and will be in Las Vegas sevNew Mexico suits them they will eral day on a visiting and business
make tbeir home herefpermanently.
.
trip.
Burt Kelly, who at one time was
.the
employed in the local office.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld went to
Wells Fargo, arrived from his home
in Denver this afternoon and will be Albuquerque today to attend the fesin Las Vegas tor several . days , on tivities of the first state fair of New
Mexico.
business.
They will return Sunday.
j
-
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IN RAILROAD STRIKE

ISSUE;" TAFT
IN

Des Moines,
la., Oct 11. The
threatened strike of street car employes at 1:30 o'clock this morning
was indefinitely postponed, on order
of the executive committee of the
Carmen's union, to give more time la
which to locate G. S. Gilberton, former state treasurer, who yesterday
was appointed tie third member ot
the arbitration board.
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By CAMPBELL B. CASAD

Chicago

Everyng
v- -

'
Jflajje at Home. Stylish and

te

Up-to-da-

Bring: i Your Cleaning and Pressing
'

603 UNcbLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING

v

I

RETAIL PRICES- 2fiOQ ItM.
IflOQ Um.

to
to

tt.j:
Mere, Each Delivery
Each Delivery
2,000

.....fji.......

200 Iba.
.1,000 lbs Each Delivery
60 jbt. to 200 lbs
Each Delivery ...
Leaa Than 60 Iba, Each Delivery

Rosenthal

Opposite Y.

OPTICIAN

-

u

J

'

4,000 Men Paid Off.
Oct 11. The striking
Chicago,

J. TAUPERT

, ,ROBERT

two-thir-

&e

'

CH AS. LEWIS
uifj; Jailor for men

The Great Round Oak

M. C. A.

AGUA PUR

A

.............

20o per 10i
2Bo per 100
SOo per 100
40o per 100
60o per 100

Um.

lbs.
lbs.
Iba.
Iba,

COMPANY

shopmen formerly employed at the
Harvesters,'' Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
There will be a regular meeting
Burnside shops of the Illinois Central
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
railroad were paid their wages for of the city council tonight at the
September today. The pay roll ag council chambers in the city . hall.
Important business will come beford
gregated $200,000.
the councilmen. A full attendance
'
HAYDON AND HUNKER CHOSEN. Is desired.
At a convention held yesterday del
City Clerk Charles Tamme, who
egates from the counties of Mora,
San Miguel and Guadalupe county e has been critically ill. at his home
lected William G. Haydon and George on Sixth street, is reported to be imH. Hunker, both of this city, as can- proving rapidly and will soon be up
didates for judge and district attor- and around, which will be good
B:nt
ney, respectively, of this judicial dis news to his friends.
Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs
trict upon the democratic ticket The
a
was
in session only
convention
All 8tylea.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, eg.
short time. No other business was
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
transacted.'
he is senior partner of the firm of
ALTMORE
& Co., doing business
F. J.
RA
Sizes to ib&In.
Jose Olguin has filed suit in the dis- in theCheney
City of Toledo, County and
Sizes
FhontIXIn.
!
FMUiT9kUllfIIMfl
trict court against Sencion Mazan de State aforesaid, and that said, firm
i.i
Back I A In.
Distributors
'.1
Olguin, his wife. He alleges that the will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case
woman has refused to Join him since or
catarrh that cannot be cured by
(he came to Las Vegas some time ago the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
from Valencia county. Olguin alleges
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
the couple were: married May 23, 1895
in Valencia county. He came to Las in my presence, this 6th day of De
cember; AJ D; 1886.
Vegas last year.
A.' W. GLEASON, .
i .
;
V
.......:
(Seal)
Notary Public
;
Peter Anderson a fanner from South Hall's Catarrh. Cure is taken intei
Dakota has purchased a farm on the nally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
mesa east of Las Vegas And will cul Send for testimonials
free.
tr.
two
Anderson's
tivate the land. . .
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, , O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c
boys are with him and on Saturday
Take Hall's Family Pills for consd- - EVERYCUDY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
Mrs. Anderson and children will ar
rive from the northl Mr. Anderson pation.
is the father of a family of thirteen,

NationaX

f

'

1

w

MMIMlii.JI.bl

TOO LATE TO CLA88IFY

Furnished, 5 rooms with
bath.
Also thoroughbred1 White
Wyandotte chickens for sale. Mrs.
Dillon,

1012

Capital Paid in

Surplus

$100,000.00

$50,000.00"

Fourth street

J. M. CUKNINOHAM. Prealdcnt
FRANK SPRINQER..VI

HOSK1NS.

Prwid.nt

L.
'

SongINFarce
Three Acts

--

W FE

Equally so are the GIRLS and LEWIS'

Prices:
$1.50, $1.00
Sflr sop

""

tens

Canblcr

'VEGAS'

A.S,

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
MASTER. NEW YEAR.
.

'

I

Cos-

r.t

"'iV

ft-Jk'i-

FOR RENT

Company. Production, Electrical Effects, Stage Settings,
tumes ALL OF HIGH MERIT.

SONGS

;

JEWELER

n

irif commencing an
t"he day of his birth

of his

fore-father-

account at this savings bank on
has the. wisdom and foresight

s.

A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

BEGUN
(

i

lis explain the Hull Umbrella to

,

,.

The Colonial Oak

Every Wife Will Leave the Theatre With a Smile for Hubby

Direct from
Whitney Opera
Douse

7 lei

f

iiir;!-0-

style and gives the

avuVer2an advantage never enjoyed
?" before.

you.

'

LIE

.

w' hrt

Strike on "Short Line."
Colorado Springs, Oct 11. Engineers, conductors, brakemen and firemen on both the Colorado Midland
and Coolrado . Springs and Cripple
Creek District railroads may strike as
a result of the refusal of the roads to
grant a flat increase in wages ot 10
for wood or. coal In 4 sizes, also
per cent . Employes of the Midland
road today are taking a vote on the
question of calling a strike and a made by the P. D. Beckwlth Estate,
similar vote will be takenj tomorrow
14.50 for the $6.50 Oak Heatere. 11 in.
by the Short Line men. A
vote is necessary to call a strike.
$6.50 for the $8.50 Oak Heaters, 13 in.
$8.50 for the $10 Oak Heaters, 15 in.
15c for 25c Stove Pipes, 5 or 6 inch.
Injunction Granted.
Springfield, 111., Oct 11. On the ap 10c for 25c Stove Damper, 5 or 6 inch.
plication of the Illinois Central rail 15c for 25c Elbows, 5 or 6 inch, v
road Judge Humphrey, in the United STOVES SET UP AND BLACKENED.
States circuit court today, issued a
Stove Boards 45c and up.
restraining
injunction
temporary
strikers from interfering with the Blankets and Comforts at 1-- 5
road in the southern district of Illi off
for week ending October 14
nois. A hearing on the motion for
a permanent injunction will be held
November 6.

-

TO
YOUR

-

t'
'

Is'driving the old style umbrellas out
t of existence, because i( costs no
!'

j jh morVtnan the old

i

predicted James J. Hill, chairman of
the board of the Great Northern rail
way today, in discussing the condition of business over the country and
particularly in the west
"Our capacity for production along
Industrial lines has grown faster
than our consumption along the same
lines," said Mr. Hill.

DAVE LEWIS

LAUGHING

""
ii

r

:

Bi ll

Many Idle Men.
Louis, Oct 11. "There will be
more idle men this winter than ever,"

1

i'

4.

THE INIMITABLE COflEDIAN

PURPOSES

Interchangeable Umbrella

LINESAFFECTED.

.

WRITTEN
FOR

The Hull Detachable and

MANY PLACES MEN RETURN
TO WORK; CRIPPLE CREEK

5-- 3

TODAY'S FOOTBALL.
Princeton, N. J., Oct. It Leigh
defeated Princeton today by a score
of 6 to .ft.

Best 'Stove
Line in Town

House. Wednesday Oct. 18th
DuncanED.Oiiera
W ROWLAND and EDWIN CLIFFORD (Inc.) OFFERS
'

FIVE

11, 1911.

TheO

NO DEVELOPMENTS

"RECIPROCITY 18 A

OCTOBER

1912

on the second day of the year is a gracious thing to
dp for a child. Make it a day long to be remembered by acting on the suggestion. Years to come will
tell the story of accumulations that will surprise the
one in whose favor the account stands.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

r

ttx

LA 3 VEGAS DAILY
72

SEPTEMBER

WAS

stations, having a mean altitude

of about 5,000 feet, was 67.2 degrees,

or

OPTIC,. WEDNESDDAY,

15he

Optic

OCTOBER

11, 1911.

Eitray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
5 may concern that the following de- scribed estray animal was taken up by
Geam Moreno, Las Cruces, N. M.
or 8
une gray norse,
y
& years old, 750 lbs.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 21. 1911. said date being 10
riva ftr last annran of thl ad- vertisement. said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad- vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this TJoard for tu benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.

THE LOBBY

RESTAUltANf

CAFE

AND

V,

degrees above the normal, and
degrees aboYe September, 1910.
7 HE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Only twice during the last 15 years
has the mean for September exceeded
Albuquerque, N. M.
tlie month just closed. The highest
1st. pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct. 11, '11.
77.7
mean
was
local monthly
degrees
SOClETy AND BUSINESS
at Carlsbad, and the lowest 52.2 de
Estray Advertisement
grees at Elizabethtown. The highest
Notice is hereby given to whom it CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
brother? aiwyo welcome to tat
100
was
recorded
degree
temperature
de- concern
the
that
following
comM.
REPORT OF OBSERVER
A.
BAKER at Carlsbad on the 14th, 16th and 17tb
Regular
wifvjJa. A O Wood, sachem.
animai waa laKen up oy
ir7
SHOWS EVEN TEMPERATURE
and at Doming on the 8th and 10th;
and
David Flan, ciiief of records aas
munication first
c- - M- O'Donel, Bell Ranch, N. M.
j
'AND MAXIMUM RAINFALL
the lowest recorded was 24 degrees at
third Thursday In each
.
collector ol waxpuui.
One gelding, years.
Elizabethtown on the 21st. The great
month. Visiting broth,
Branded
era cordially invited. B. P. 0. ELKS Meets second an
The report for the month of Sep- - est local monthly range in temperaABVfclf
On left "shoulder
ATES FOR CLASSIFIED
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
- lember issued
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
by Professr J. C. Ba ture was 55 degrees at Springer, and
fourth TuttJay eenlng of sack
TISEMENTS
Said animal being unknown to this Sporleder, Secretary,
Albuquerque, N. M.
ker of the volunteer weather bureau the least 33 degrees at Rosedale,
month at O. K C. hall. VUitln
flv cants per line each Insertion 1st. pub. Sept, 30, last pub. Oct. 11, '11. Board, unless claimed by owner on or
iat rhe New Mexico Normal University while the greatest local dally range
a
to
worts
six
Brothers are cordially invited. O.
ordinary
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10 LAS VEQAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
showa Las Vegas to have had ideal was 52 degrees at Elizabethtown on istlmate
lees space than
to
No
occupy
ad
I
lae.
H. Hunker, t:xai,ed Ruler; 0. W.
days after last appearance of this adEetray Advertisement
the 27th. Light frosts occurred at a
KNIQHTS TEMPLAR Reg- tether during that 'month with
charg- ewe lineal Alt advertisement
I
ra hereby riven to whom it VfVrtiJMtn.ATlt
Notice
suvM
ttA
fiM
AatMV
wilt
TueeJiular conclav second
Condon,
e:ietmi
iiffdi temperature of 63.2 degrees, a few of the higher stations on the 17th
will be booK.a
nay concern urn tne wiiowmg oe- - b m Board tor the benefit of the
i raiu'all
In ach month at Ma
of .68 inches which la .453 to 21st, 26th to 29th. The district 4
day
i
TO
can
w.vu
vi
auiuiai
.niunu
nuniuvr
txj
ai
without rvairo
i
, , mi owner when found.
No. 7 tn,
sonic Tempi at 7:t8 p. m. C.
COUNCIL.
int 114. 3 aoove me normal. JJespue wis averages were as follows:
KNlGHTs Or
erdt. Cseh In advance prererreo.
S. C; Chas. Tamme,
No.
sihtpidt Dmsn
(Canadian and northeatst), 67.8;
the'.;e were 25 clear days.
NO. 804 .Meeia sewou and fourth
'
Albuquerque, N. M.
One red mare, 8 years
The mean temperature for the last S (Pecos and Rio Grande), 66.7; No.
fioueei
Thursaay in u. u. C.
1st pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct 11, H.
old, 600 lbs., 5 or 6 feet.
Cj eara is 60.7. Thus September 9, (Western-- , 67.4 degrees.
building.
Visaing memoers are cor
Branded
feather was about the average. The
Precipitation
CHAPTER NO. 3,
LAS
VEQAS
dially Invited W. ii Tlptoa, U
Estray Advertisement
fcnetfn maximum temperature for Sep-The average precipitation for the
On left hip
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
& I', ilactei, t". 0.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
teuil-ewas 78.1 degrees and the mean
determined from the rec
Said animal being on known to thin
oonrocatlon first Monday
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or may concern that, the following de-o
nlnimum 48.3. degrees. The highest ords of 146 fathoms, was 1.78 inches,
In sack month at
I. w. u. F
VLuAb lUUue NJ,
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10 scribed estray animal was taken up by
the
0.14
for
above the normal
olct reached by the thermometer or
7:30 p.
at
1.
Temple,
Meets vory iiouilu evening at
1m
ad
this
of
last
after
J.
appearance
days
Lassater, Albuquerque, N. M.
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
during the: entire month was on Sep month, and 1.19 Inches above the raintheir hall oil duui ucu All "isii-lnvertisement, said estray will be sold
One sorrel roan mare, 15
H- ember 11 when it registered 85. The fall of September, 1910. The greatest
Chas,
Sporlader.
P.;
brethren corUiaily tnviteu 10 atfor
of
the
the benefit
by this Board
years, 650 lbs., 12 hands.
fcoinlmum came on September 21 and amount waa 3.99 inches at Cloudcroft,
owner when found.
Optic's Number, Main 2.
tend. Carl Carl Werta, N. G.; a.
secretary- Branded
CATTLR SAN7TART BOARD.
25. 40 degrees. The greatest rainfall and the least 0.27 inches at Newman,
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwooo.
' On left
M
N.
Albuquerque,
hip
the
.25
24
while
in
southern Otero county;
hours was
for the month in
ESecretarj; VV. a. Crttes, treasurer;
1st. pub. Sept. 30, last . pub. Oct 11, '11.
Said animal being unknown to this RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, 0.
fthea September 20. There were five greatest in any 24 hours was 3.53 inC-- V. Hedgcock,
cemetery trustee
Friand
third
8. Meets first
,
toard. unless claimed by owner on or
rainy days end 25 clear days. Of ches at Logan on ihe 9th. Teavy local
Advertisement ,
n .1011
In- Estray
Worn rw
va
v
days In Mssonte Temple. Hit. MODERN WOODMEN OP AMERICA
Ihe rainy days four were partly cloudy downpours also occurred at Mountain-air- , WANTED 12 fresh milk cows.
v.u0 w
-- l
V
XTs
i u
Harris.
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CHAPTER

cr.
fltrf
XXXVIII.

My Lady of tha North.
tha Confederate army at a oriUoaJ
I walked the next mil thought-ully- ,
h
Civil War. Geo,
to
opart
pondering over those vague
aneear to Longatreet. upon tha delivery
which depend iwt ihqh. Xooom-"'- d hopes and plana with which Caton'i
br Berffeant Oral r, an old army optimism had Inspired me. Suddenly
Scout. Warna atarta out a his daageroua
there sounded behind me the thud of
while I heard a merry peal of
CHAPTEH lX-w binmipti hoofs,
laughter, accompanied by gay exsnake a M rMa, dodctn aqnada
of
almaat laaa their beand final-I- T change of words. I drew aside, leadara wliinui th Unea of ta
In peiietrriad tha oordoa of wimr.W
luv ing my horse into a small thicket bepicket
Snoleeted.
side the road to permit the cavalcade
CHAPTER nLEnooonterine a. mutl to pass. It waa a group of perhaps a
dosen three or four Federal officers,
taken for a fadaral offloar wha aama the remainder ladles, ' whose
bright
aa
la
a
keep
appointment,
aaoaptad
ana e 7rane;
on dresses and smiling faces made a
rirwniauT,
a
u in cue Quart Jaaj
most winsome sight. They glanced
CHAPTER IT. Tha femala eompanlon curiously aside at me as they galloped
c tha twe ontbarn acouta la a nartharn
prt, who, when aha becomea aware of past But none paused, and I merely
alaahee Wayne with glanced at i'aem with vague Interest,
array
paw
ftar rtdlntT argoaqoa.
whip and attempta to aacapa
my thoughts elsewhere. Suddenly a
w 1
horse semed to draw back from out ol
tha he
the center of the fast disappearing
Oraur to
a to ix) nr-o- f Party.
tha North
I had led my limping horse out into
the road once more to resume my
CHAP,
Tha OoafMarata offloar Journey, paying scarcely, the slightest
'I thread p4e maaea of attention to what was taking place,
fad tha
tisoorar 4 lonely not,
for my head was again throbbing to
he dull a hure mae
tuT.att
ia tirl aaoota tha brute the hot pulse of the sun. The party
I 01
strangers roue tjiuwiy away iuiu
CHAPTER VTL The owner of the be, the
enveloping dust cloud, and I had
one Jed Bung-ay- ,
hie
appear and ha and
Wife give the captain a welcome. Sudforgotten them, when a low, sweet
denly a party of horaemen are oberrW voice spoke close beside me: "Capcoming down tha road.
tain Wayne, I know you cannot have
CHAPTER Vm. They are led by a forgotten me.'
man claiming to be Red Lowrle, who
She was leaning down from the
erdera Mra. Bungay to give them food,
and her huaband to act aa a 'guide. The saddle, and as I glanced eagerly up
woman discover! tha man to be a die- - Into
her dear eyes they were swimattacka the Intruder and
Elsed laImpostor,
a general melee.
ming with tears.
"Forgotten! Never for one moCHAPTER IX. The dlsgulaed leader
provea to be Major Brennan, a Federal ment," I exclaimed; "yet I failed to
officer whom the Union girl recognize. perceive your presence until you
He order the arrest of Wayne aa a apy.
To girl protest and Bay aha will appeal spoke."
to General Sheridan.
"You appeared deeply buried in
CHAPTER X. Wayne held prisoner In thought as we rode by, but I could notT
a copse, setts file of Confederates pass leave you without a word when
the road at a distance and knowa that knew you must feel bo bad. Oh, but
Craig ha delivered tha message.
you, Captain Wayne, you have youth
The

,

CHAPTER XL Tha captive la brought
Before General Sheridan who refuses to
Bat bun free unleaa he reveals tha secret

message.
CHAPTER Xtl. Captain Wayna la lad
to understand that the woman he admire
la Edith Brennan, wife of tha Federal of- -.
Aoer, who hates him, Ha la given the
choice of revealing tha Lea meaaage or
f being shot aa a spy.
CHAPTER xm. Wayne la rescued
from hia prison by Jed Bungay. One of
them must get a quick report through tha
lines to General Lee and Jad starts on
the mission.
CHAPTER XIV. Finding the garb of
an absent officer of the Union artillery,
Wayne penetrates to tha ballroom, where
a social army funotlon la In prosre.
ana pretend to Da uol corran 01 Ohio.
CHAPTER XV. The dlsgulaed scoot la
Introduced to a Miss Miner. She knowa
the Curran family and Warn barely
capes being unmasked. Edith Brennan
appear on tha scene.
CHAPTER XVX Mrs. Brennan recog- She having been led to
had been aent away, learna
that
of the treachery of Maj. Brennan and
says aha will save him.
Elsea Wayne.
ha

CHAPTER X7X Bidding ary lavay 85
the North adieu, Wayna atarta alone e&
a wild dash for liberty. Bnoouatarisig
ssutenasra uniform. La
than
Bala him to ooompany aim.

'

'CHAPTER XX. Hla oomDanton turn
aut to ba --fat Bungay In dUgulaa. They
Blear tha Vtmm una) maa iace towards
s
Oonliasrara

a

oa-w-

CHAPTER XXI. Captain ff
and
tha faithful Jad reach thaXaa ajua
camp la
Safety and ara sent away to accompany
reinforcement to General Early.
CHAPTER XXIL Wayna and hla regl
sent ara aent to save tha Confederate
laBnr in the battle of Shenandoah. Her
a eolid, wall of fclue overwhelnf them and
the regiment la loot.
CHAPTER XXII L Wayne la wounded
taken to the Aeld b capital, where he
by Edith Brennan, who la kind
gracloua,

Ed

CHAPTER XXrv. The wounded Confederates have a hard night ride as they
tee returned to camp, wayna among
hem.

irssthal

-

'

CHAPTER XXV. Wayne
scattered the falseMajor Brennan hacoward
and refused to
hood that ha la a
an Insult to Edith
out
to
neet him
wipe
Brennan.
Jed
CHAPTER XX VL Wayne and detail
are aent on a scouting
Bungay
from Richmond. Tha latter learns that
he fortune of war have disrupted hi
Coma and that hla wife A a fugitive.
Confederate
CHAPTER XXVII.-T- he
where
fletail arrive at the Minor place
and Mr.
Minor
Cella
tyayne meets Miss
appears.
Brennan
Edith
Bungay.
CHAPTER XXVrn. The Confederate;
and learn that
sapture a Federalla courier
dimarching In their him.
Major Brennan
rection. They prepare to intercept

rrr i PTTTT? yvnr

Soma guerrilla ar
the Minor place and fire tha
hia detachment ara
and
Wayne
besieged In the house.
CHAPTER - XXX. Brennan and hi
men appear. They are admitted to the
Bouse and form a coalition with Wayna
to fight off the guerrillas.
CHAPTER XXXI. Wayne meet Edith
Inter.
and feel grateful for her friendly
dictatorially assume con- est Brennansituation.
trol of tha

rive

at

stable.

-

',

Tha guerrillas
XXXII.
CHAPTER
break into the mansion and Just as tha
to
about
are
triumph, Edith
renegade
announce the arrival of a rescuing party
coat.
blue
f
leave the
CHAPTER XXXVI.-Way- ne
adieu with Edith.
place after a friendly the
expresses
SL"?
she
hope
Again,
wUl find her after the close of hostilities.
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"Hey, There, You
Shouted.

Gray-Backl-

"

and love, to inspire you for your
mother yet lives. Truly it makes my
heart throb to think of the upbuilding
which awaits you men of the South.
It is through such as you soldiers
trained by stern duty that these
desolated states are destined to rise
above the ashes of war into a great'
ness never before equaled. I feel
that now, in this supreme hour of sac
riflce. the men and women of the
South are to exhibit before the world
a courage greater than that of the
battlefield. It is to be the marvel of
the nation, and the thought and prido
of It should mal ypu strong."
"It miy indeed be bo; I can but believe it, as the prophecy comes from
your Hps. I might even find courage
to do my part in this redemption were
you ever at hand to inspire."
She laughed gently. "I am not a
Virginian, Captain Wayne, but a most
loyal daughter of tne North,' yet if
I so Inspire you by my mere words,
aurely it is not bo far to my home
but, you might journey there to listen
to my further words of wisdom."
"1 have not forgotten the permission already granted me, and it is a
temptation not easily cast aside. You
return North soon?"
"Within a week."
I hardly knew what prompted me
to voice my next question Fate, perhaps, weary of being bo long mocked
for I felt small interest In her probable answer.
"Do you expect your husband's release from duty by that time?"
She gave a 'quick start of surprise,
drawing in her breath as though suddenly choked. Then the rich, color
overspread her face. "My husband?"
she ejaculated in voice barely audible, "my husband? Surely you cannot mean Major Brennan?"
"But I certainly do," I said, wondering what might be wrong. "Whom
else could I mean?"
"And you thought that?" she asked
Incredulously. "Why, how could you?"
"How tfhould I have thought otherwise?" I exclaimed, my eyes eagerly
searching her downcast face. "Why,
Caton told me It was so the night I
was before Sheridan; he confirmed It
aeain lu mnversation less than . an

Oo'ate,

Liutermm.,
vho ret yo , svi n. Baltimore hospital,
the same way. If I
referred tv
'''c-i-.chave through all these
momts, surely everything and everybody conspired to that end you bore
the same name; you told me plainly
you were married; you wore a wedding-ring;
you resided while ct camp
In his quarters; you called each other Frank and Edith. From first to
last not one word haa been spoken
by any one to cause me to doubt that
you were his wife.
"I recall starting to explain all this
to you once," she said, striving vainly
to appear at ease. "It was when we
were interrupted by the sudden coming upon us of Mr. and Mrs. Bungay.
Yet I supposed you knew, that you
would have learned the facta from
others. The last time we were together 1 told you I did pot wholly understand you. It Is no wonder, when
you thought that of me."
; '1 am going to tefl yon my story.
Captain Wayne. It Is not a pleasant
task under these circumstances, yet
'one I owe you as well as myself.' This
may prove our last meeting, and "we
must not part under the shadow of a
ImlataV hnwavar innncAntlT it mftV
have originated. I am the only child
of Edwin Adams, a manufacturer, of
Stonlngton, Connecticut. My father
was also for several terms a member
of Congress from that State. As the
death of my mother occurred when 1
was but five years old, all my father's
love was lavished upon me, and I
p.r

rny
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yon deem ma a woman to whom
money Is a god?"
"No," I said, my heart bounding to
the scarce hidden meaning of her Im
petuous words, "nor have the sacrifices always been mine; you were
once my prisoner."
She bent down, her very soul in
her eyes, and rested one white hand
upon my shoulder. For an Instant we
read each other's heart In silence,
then shyly she said, 1 am still your
prisoner."
,
THE END.
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CLARK

A

FAITHFUL

IT MADE

A

DIFFERENCE,

.riave
Yotur

FRIEND

Humanity of the Speaker Illustrated
by Little Story Told by Congressman Pepper.
"One of the most striking phases of
character
Champ Clark's many-sideis his humanity," remarked Representative It. S. Pepper of Iowa at the
Wlllard. "He never forgets a friend,
political or otherwise, and I know It,.
Some of the speaker's friends told me
Mike Don't yes hate to'bov th'
a story not long ago that Illustrates
alarm clock wake yes up mornings?
,
this side of his nature.
Pat Thot deplnds on whither Oi've
"It seems that when a young law
yer, Clark was ambitious to be elect- been dreaming av me mother-in-laed prosecuting attorney of his county. or beating the races I
There was an old fellow his name
was Burwell who ran a small grocTWO SUCCESSES.
ery in Clark's town. He was a little
testy, perhaps, for he did not like to
be disturbed when telling a story, not
even to wait on customers. The store,
in fact, was conducted for the purpose
of giving him an opportunity to hold
forth In pleasant discourses with his
friends. He was in comfortable cir
cumstances and didn't have to work.
Politically he was a man of large influence in his community and was
Clark's 'friend. He helped' elect him
prosecuting attorney. It was a num
ber of years ago, of course.
"Not long ago, I was told, Clark
beard that the old man was sick and
a trifle short of funds. He learned of
it through an old neighborhood friend.
You know Champ Clark Is not particu
lurly frugal and never accumulated a
bank account; but he sat down
and vroe a check that turned his bal
rce into an overdraft, gave it to
Wallace Bassford, and told him to
'send this check to old man Bur- v. c'l.' "
Knicker Thompson was operated
CATCH TROUT TO SAVE THEM on for appendicitis last week..
Bocker Was It a success?
Knicker Yes, and so was the fuIdaho Officials Seine Them in Irriganeral, too.
tion Ditches and Put Them
d

grew tip surrounded by every advantage which abundant means and high
social position could supply. Daring
all those earlier years my playmate
and most Intimate companion was
Charles Brennan, a younger brother of
the Major, and the son of Judge David
Brennan of the State Supreme Court
As we grew older his friendship for
me ripened into love, a feeling which I
found it impossible to return. I liked
him greatly, valued him most highly,
continued his constant companion,
yet experienced no desire for closer
relationship. My position was ren
dered the more difficult as it had long
been the dream of the heads of both
houses that our two families, with
their contingent estates, should be
thus united, and constant urging tried
my decision severely. Nor would
Charles Brennan give up hope. When
he was twenty and I barely seventeen
a most serious accident occurred a
runaway in which Charles heroically
preserved my life, but himself received injuries," from which death in
Back In River.
a short time was inevitable. In those
last lingering days of suffering, but
A rescue work of considerable mag
one hope, one ambition, seemed to
possess his mind the desire to make nitude is under way in the Big Lost
me his wife, and leave me the fortune P.iver valley, Idaho, where L. C. Jones
which was his through the will of his as:Istant chief deputy in the state fish
mother. I cannot explain to you, Cap- and game department, is, directing the
tain Wayne, the struggle I passed seining of the. Big Lost River Land
through, seeking to do what was right and Irrigation company's canal for
and best; but finally, moved by my trout, which are taken to the river
f
sympathy, eager to soothe his final proper and there, deposited.
hours of suffering, and urged by my
The canal was built about two years
father, I consented to gratify his wish, ago, and fish screens should have
and we were united in marrUge while been provided at the head at that
he was on his deathbed. Two days time, it is said, but.it seems that this
later he passed away."
has never been done, with the result
She paused, her voice faltering, her that it was feared that great quantieyes moist with unshed tears. Scarce ties of trout would be' lost when the
knowing it, my hand sought hers, waters of theejanal began to diminish.
where if rested against the saddle.
The action of Mr. Jones and his as"His brother," she paused slowly, sistants in securing the fish alive and
"now Major Brennan, but at that time returning them to the fresh and lasta prosperous banker In Hartford, a ing waters of the main stream may
man nearly double the age of Charles, save many trout
.
was named as adminiptrator of the
It will he recalled that the waters In
estate, to retain Its management until the canal are carried through a moun
I should attain the age of twenty-one- .
tainous country in some sections, and
Less than a year later my father also that In coming down to the lowlands
died. The final settlement of his es- abrupt drops of from 15 to 20 feet are
tate was likewise, entrusted to Frank encountered occasionally. These the
Brennan, and he was made my guard- fish go over, and of course are unable
ian. Quite naturally I became a resi- to return. To prevent the members of
dent of the Brennan household, upon the finny trabe from being carried to
the same standing as a daughter, be- the fields and waste places where
ing legally a ward of my husband's death would be Inevitable, the work of
brother. Major Brennan's age, and seining the canal has been Inaugurat
his tnoughtful kindness to me, won ed; Reports are to the effect that the
my respect, and I gradually came to efforts of the rescuers are proving
look upon .him alnost as an elder
highly prqductlve of results.
brother, turning to him in every time
of trouble for encouragement
and
Smoker' Faces Tell It.
help. It was the necessity of our
A cigar dealer in one of the stands
business relation which first com at the Union
in Kansas City can
pelled me to come South and join j tell what kinddepot
of a cigar a man smokna
was
as
in
Brennan
he
.r
camp '
Major
I
at him. He becomes
unable to obtain leave of absence, 1 just by looking In
quite
proficient
reading men's faces
was obliged to make the trip. Not so
far as their purchases of tobacco
until that time, Captain Wayne In- wares
is concerned,
deed, not until after our experience
"I have been in the cigar business 26
at Mountain View did I fully realize
said. "It has been my ex
that Major Brennan looked upon me years," hethat
a dark haired man, with
otherwise than as a guardian upon his aperience
dark complexion, wants a heavy
ward. The awakening period pained
me greatly, especially as I was smoke, a 'Havana' cigar. A light hair
ed man with a fair skin prefers
obliged to disappoint him deeply; yet
I seek to retain his friendship, for my light smoke. The dark man enjoys
while
blonde likes the cigar
memory of his long kindness must pipe, The the
most trying demand the
ever abide. I am sure you will under- ette.,
man has to hazard Is, 'Give me .a
stand, and not consider me unwoman- cigar
good
cigar.' There are some exceply in thus making you a confidant"
of course, but if a dealer fol"I can never he sufficiently grate- tions,
ful that you have thus trusted me," I lowed my rule of light and dark he
will generally please the customer."
said with an earnestness that caused
her to lower her questioning ees. "It
has been a strange misunderstanding
Lamp for Matching Colors.
between us, Mrs. Brennan, but your
TJ. S. Consul Augustus E. Ingram of
words have brought a new hope to Bradford, England,, reports the Inven
one disheartened Confederate soldier. tion of a new
lamp for matching colors
I must be content with hope, yet I am by artificial light.
The source of light
rich compared with thousands of oth- may be a metallic-filamen- t
incandes
ers; infinitely rich In comparison with cent electric lamp or a gas or petrolewhat I dreamed myself an hour ago." um incandescent
The advantages
I held out my hand. "There will come of the hew lamplamp.
are cheapness, unia day when I shall answer your In- formity In the quality and quantity of
vitation to the North."
the light given and great illumination,
"You are on your way home?"
The light filters are formed of a spe
"Yes; to take a fresh iiold upon life, cial blue glass with a special green
trusting that sometime in the early glass, and the results have been ex
future I may feel worthy to come to cellent

7"

Wedding Stationery

Announcement Cards
Engraved Cards

HADN'T FIGURED IT OUT.

Calling Cards
Birth Announcements

Programs
Mrs. Grouchy What would you do
If I were to die?
Grouchy I can't say, offhand, how
I would spend my vacation.

and Stationery

AT THE BOARDING HOUSE.

Printed by the

Optic
Publishing
Company

"Who is that man." asked the new
boarder, "who is making such a fuss
because he has swallowed a fish
bone?"
"That's the sword swallower at the
dime museum around the corner.
'

IN THE COUNTRY.

Printers of
SATISFACTORY

PRINTING

you."

"Worthy?" she echoed the word, a
touch of scorn In her voice, her eyes
dark with feeling. "Worthy? Captain
Wayne, I sometimes think you the
most unselfish man I ever knew.
Must the sacrifices, then, always be
made by you? Can you not conceive
it fcsii.ile that I also might like to

Ciif PriQg flro Rigtst

Before and After.
As the anthem was ended the preach

er arose, relates the Ram's Horn, and
began to read from Acts 20: "And aft
er the uproar was ceased."
But at the close of the sermon the

The City Man Your father, I be
lieve, cleared the land of everything,
The Countryman Yes everything

choir rose and sang:
"It is time to awake from sleep.
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You Can Find Use1""

will bs found on each bojtijroTWCehase.
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THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Soreoned and Lump Raton CorrtUos

0 I?

fJ 0 IV O

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Wood and Kindling-

Coal-Sa- wed

-

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First National Rank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
'

.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS. - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted,
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic? and Foreign Exchange.
A

i "'f

Our Pride Flour.

I

Chop
-

The Rosenthal Furniture company
The annua) Simchas Tora dance
is mourning the loss of one of the which was to havei been given Thurshorses of Its fine sorrel team. It day night at the Fraternal Brother- v
.
died yesterday.
ihood hall by the order of B'Nal B'RIth
has been indefinitely postponed.
The ladies aid society of the First
The ladies' aid society of the first
Baptist church, will meet Thursday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the home Christian church will give a social
of Mrs. Gilpin, 1025 Douglas avenue. session tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Oscar
A successful Caesarian
operation Ldnberg, 909 Gallinas , avenue. All
was performed this morning at the members and friends of 'the congreBecker hospital. This is the first time gation are Invited to be present
this operation has been performed in
The duck season has begun in earn
this section of the country.
est and every day new applications
At the recent meeting of the grand are being received for hunting licen
lodge of the Knights of Pythias, John ses. It is said that on Nine Mile lakes
L. Zimmerman of this city was elected the birds are plentiful. This is true
grand master at arms, an honor of also of tha lakes at Wagon Mound, on
the mesa and at Springer. For the
which any man can be proud.
lovers of quail and grouse there is
Party wishing comfortable place for plenty of game. The quail are plenti
housekeeping through the winter can ful in the country south of Las Vegas
have four fairly furnished rooms in and the grouse are said to be seen
warm adobe house on boulevard in In large numbers in the mountains to
the north and west of here. It is 'at
the. Hoban-Harveplace. See Cutler
'
'
least evident from the number of li
Brothers.
censes being issued that the game is
W. T. Stowell, the popular second is being hunted. Both Earl Norton
tricb wire chief of .the Santa Tele- of the Gehring Hardware .store and
graph office, who has been acting as Ludwig William Ilfeld are deputy
manager for the last month, la report wardens and from them all game lied as being seriously ill in the Santa censes can be secured.
Fe hospital.
are play
Several of the
El Porvenir hotel is" now open for ing ball in Albuquerque and are sign-- '
the winter. Stage leaves city Tues ed up the for the series of games dur
day, Thursday and Saturday at 8 a. ing the state fair celebration. In yesm. Passengers please phone Main 23 terday's game between Santa Fe and
or Olive 5174 and we will call for Albuquerque, L. Smith and "Buddy"
Nelson Were In the. line up of the Anthem. M. Romero.
cient City and "Brother" Smith and
The Gehring Hardware company re "Chief Lockhart were with, the Grays.
ceived a carload of radiators yester The big "chief," judging from the
day from the east and will begin work box score, hasn't lost his batting eye,
on the fall jobs tomorrow. The New since the Maroons disbanded for he
Optic hotel and Charles Stevenson are hit the ball three times out of four
both having modern heating plants times up. "Brother" got two nice
put in and Gehring is the contractor hihglee and L. Smith batted .333. Nel
for the systems in the New Picture son was only up once. Albuquerque
show and the addition to the St. Au lost the game to El Paso Monday but
evened things up yesterday by defeatthony's sanitarium.
ing Santa Fe by the score of 18 to 5,
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged Albuquerque played Dawson yesterday
In the wood. Direct from distillery afternoon.
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.
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for
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The Graaf & Hay ward Co.' Store

the quickest and meet

A phone
"
wagon.

call

brings

"
.

.

;

Phone Main

Bulbs.

thing.

e will gladly show you the line

GREENBERGER
'':"

;

"A SQUARE DEAL"

but we' can put you onto
the right way to sell goods,
by

A marriage license was issued yes
terday at the court house by Victo-rlana Martinez, aged 31, of Puertocity, and Eugenip Ortiz, aged 45, of
Pueblo.

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
Let us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric, Signs
and we will make you a
proposition that will look
good to you.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
0

Before Buying
Be

The Fireside Hot

Blast
Gives Most Ileal

Uses Less Fuel'

J, C. JOHNSEN &
SON
Local Agents

iTOE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
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New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque

Try

9-1-

4,

1911.
..

ry
$iboo "Bull" Durham Stake for ana Pacers
'

3

t

T

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.

a

Exciting Horse fiaces

Base Ball Every Day

Fun by the Ton
Feature Upon Feature
Instructive Departments
r
Special rates on all railroads.
John B. McBIanus,
Isaac; Earth, Pres.

I

of

I

.

Secy-Mng- r,

617 Douglas

Empress
Flour

Sal
Rams ForDelaine

350 Head of Rambouillet and

Merino Rams

These rams are specially bred for range" purposes and by one
best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
ourranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,
of the

Sold By

Will giveitwo to four flowers each.

,

Son
Onion
Perry
507 Sixth Street Phorne MaJn 462

(The Coffee Man.)

.

J. P. Van

Houterv Co.

ShoemeLkor. N. M.

CLASSIFIED ADS HIT THE BULLS EYE
j

V

Oct

;"Birdmen'' of international repute will thrill the crowds for
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

i

C. D. BOUCHER

W4

sure and investigate the best
and latest improved heater

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

40 cents per Dozen

f

;

sen-tencd- e

YELLOW
double-nose- d

:

Mrs. Paula Ortega de Padilla.has filsuit in the district court for divorce from her husband, Pilar Padll-la- .
She bases her grounds for divoroe
upon the fact that Padllla was,
two years ago to serve a Wm
in the state penitentiary for a statu
tory crime. Mrs. Padilla asks the cus
tody of her five clldren.

"VON SION"
Fine

3 to 6 weeks, whereas, it takes other manufacturers selling
the nsual way from 4 to 6 months to accomplish the same

ed

Sack
81

This method gives the customer all the new lasts in

To-ma- s

:

Cauliflower, egg plant, summer squash, pearl onions, green onions,
dry onions, horse radish root, ripe and green tomatoes, red and
letgreen clili, mangoes, quinces, Virginia sweet potatoes cabbagv
an
native,'
tuce, etc A full line of groceries, meats, Kansas City
'
and Bakery goods.

Jbirect From Factory to Wearer

a
Charged with horse stealing,
negro boy who bears the name of
Valdez, was arrested this morn-iUpper Town by Mounted Policeman A- - A. Sena. The horse disappeared Saturday night from the stable
of David Jones. The boy was expected to be given a hearing this afternoon before a West side justice of the
peace.

our

DOUBLE NARCISSUS
In Vegetables

Line Selling System'

sat-

Haa on hand for the convention choice eating and cooking apple,
pears, Santa Fa freestone peaches, German prunes, plums, Concord
.
Mission and Tokay grapes, Valencia oranges and other fruit.

ft

Some time ago M. L. Cooley, the
liveryman, brought suit against Bernard Martinez, an employe of the
Rosenthal Furniture company for
damages done to a rig belonging to
him. Yesterday afternoon when the
case was brought before Judge D.
R. Murray,, Mr. Cooley received judgment. The damage.i, as computed hy
Mr. Cooley were $7 and the interest
collected from the time of the accident amounts to $2. This has also
been allowed by the court.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

J. H. STEARNS

nave oil lllc nev tan Liyica

The Regal People Use the Straight

On the charge of breaking in the
home of 'M. ' Danzlger on Eighth
street, Chief of Police Coles has ar
rested John Pollock an employe of,
Pete RoUl Pollock likely will be an
occupant Of the county jaQ until his
case comes to trial on October 19.
It baa been reported that Pollock re
cently went at night to the house to
keep a "date with a girl In the em
ploy of the Danzlger family. This is
said not to be likely as the girl had
left for her home some time before.
The charge of burglary was made by
Mr. Danzlger. That the case may receive more Investigation It has been
postponed until a week from tomor
row, at which time It will. come be
fore Judge D. R. Murray. It is said
that Pollock will deny the charge of
burglary, but his reasons for entering
the house at night will have to be
given, according 'to the officers.

your whole week's work will be
made easier.

GROCER.

xrt

??e

VAS IT BURGLARY

isfactory way, la to have ua
come and get It, thig will do
away with "Blue Monday," and

$1.00

1

j

A good beginning
In your
week's housework. Is to get
your soiled linen out of the

:

Roller Mills

detail, is now here.iWe are better prepared to please yon
than ever before.

.

The city, the county or the town or
whoever has jurisdiction over the
mud hole on the east end of the coun
ty bridge, should take steps to have
it filled up before the next rain. It
Is the most annoying nuisance
in
Greater Las Vegas.

f

Shorts

Las Vegas

Our New Fall Line of Regal Shoes, complete in every

.

A Gom

andf Alfalfa at u I n nm

i

R. B. Schoonmaker it local agent
The best place in town at which to
OR SOCIAL CALL?
for the Northewestern Mutual Life In eat la the White Kitchen.
surance company.
Dr. and Mrs. W. P. Mills and MAN ARRESTED FOR ENTERING
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. House are daughter, Debora, returned last night
HOUSE OF M. DANZIGER SAID
the parents of a baby girl, born to from an extended visit with relatives
HE HAD DATE WITH GIRL
them this morning.
in Columbia, Mo.

Bran
a
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Bridge
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Ilfeld
Ludwig Wm.
Street
Rosen- -

Tgl
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"REfrAL S HOE S"

One Set of Ware Free During Exhibit

y

Sixth Street

.mm.mmm.
U

will be the talk of the town
a
this
consider
personal invitation to attend at
and we want you to
will be served every day.
biscuits
and
cake
Hot
least one day.

At our Store all week October

Passengers for Harvey's . Saturday
should leave notice at Murphey'a by
Regular 'dance tonight at
noon, 'Friday.
thai hall.

Great Cleaning PowdeirZt

am

a

The Majestic Reception

Rosen

The best place in town at which to
eat is the White Kitchen.

Directions for using this

sires-Ste-

11, 1911.

Won't You Come to Our Party?

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

Brilliant Luctro

CoaL all

OCTOBER

j
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i

Always get the beet at Nolette'i
barber shop.

it necessary togiiten up
material where a
or
any
your silverware, glassware

Anthracite

ll

:

Regular dance tonight at
thal hall.

find
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LOCAL NEWS
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Just as often as you
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